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For Fædrelandsvennen and Stavanger Aftenblad, (SA), 
circulation was flat. In most media houses, digital traffic 
is falling for desktop and increasing strongly for mobile.

Digital publishing platforms continued to converge, 
and live TV and video streaming became more impor-
tant elements of editorial content. In November, VG 
launched a new linear TV channel, VGTV, with more 
than 60 employees. It is a 24/7 operation with news, 
entertainment and documentaries. Ratings are still mo-
derate, but there is a huge growth potential in streaming 
and live TV coverage on the web.

Several regional newspapers now will co-operate 
with VGTV, and Aftenposten has opened two TV studios.  
BT distributes popular local TV shows, and web TV will 
become a more important part of SA’s offering.

In Sweden, Aftonbladet launched an online TV 
morning news programme. The three-hour show has an 
average of 260,000 people streaming it daily. Aftonbla-
det also takes the lead in Schibsted’s digital applications 
with 200,000 paying customers for its Plus-service.

THE VALUE OF JOURNALISM
The value of journalism cannot be quantified in figures. 
In the past year we have seen ethnical intolerance grow 
on a backdrop of increased economic uncertainty. These 
are huge challenges for societies, and areas where the 
media has an important role to play. In these conditions, 
transparency, debate and knowledge become even 
more significant parts of editorial profile. 

In 2014, Aftenposten focused on the grey economy, 
uncovering its connections to criminal networks. In the 
newsroom, the political section was merged with the 
business section to strengthen news coverage. 

We also introduced a new set of guidelines for 
investigative reporting. In spite of reduced advertising 
revenue from print, all main regional and national media 
titles have been able to maintain most of their capacity 
in investigative reporting.         

SA disclosed a series of violations of the Freedom 
of Information Act, in a year when Norway celebrated 
the 200th anniversary of its constitution. A team of 
investigative reporters revealed that local authorities 

across Norway were illegally keeping information on 
decision-making confidential. 

SA strengthened its investigative capacity in the 
newsroom, while downsizing its staff numbers overall. 
BT continues to win national and international media 
awards. Last year, two BT journalists won the SKUP 
Prize for their story about “Janne”, a woman neglected 
by the social security system. The same story also won 
the Schibsted Journalism Award for storytelling. More 
recently, the investigative teams of BT have taken a 
leading role in the coverage of big political and judicial 
scandals in Norway.

Many media houses in the world of digital transfor-
mation look to Aftonbladet and VG when it comes to 
innovation and digital product development. The two 
Schibsted media houses have an undisputed leading 
position in the Scandinavian digital market, and last year 
VG won two of the most recognised European Digital 
Media Awards. Aftonbladet won the INMA award for 
best idea to grow digital audience and engagement. 
OMNI, the new darling app for news junkies, reached 
450,000 UV per week in Sweden and was awarded Best 
Mobile News Service in Europe.

Svenska Dagbladet has totally changed its workflow 
in the newsroom, and developers are building a brand 
new publishing platform to allow a more seamless 
experience in following the various stories. Svenska 
Dagbladet has launched campaigns to increase reader 
engagement and help people migrate from print to 
digital. Data base driven journalism is becoming a more 
important part of news coverage.

Unfortunately the security situation for journalists 
has not improved in the last year. The acts of terrorism 
from IS and related radicalised groups seem to be 
targeting journalists and the freedom of expression. 
The deadly attack on the newsroom of French cartoon 
magazine Charlie Hebdo, and the recent attacks in 
Copenhagen, became a sharp reminder of more diffi-
cult working conditions for the media. The new threat 
level has been met with tightened security routines at 
Schibsted media houses.
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THE AGE OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Despite reduced revenue from print advertising and circu-
lation, priority was given to investigative reporting and 
innovation. This wasn’t easy, but it was necessary. Both 
talent and hard work are required to maintain editorial 
quality, and in the age of digital transformation, everyone 
and everything must move faster.

On the ever-shorter distance from sources to readers, 
there are fewer checkpoints and with this comes an 
increased risk of mistakes. A recent report from the  
Ethical Journalism Network, however, states that the 
Nordic countries – Norway in particular – are at the 
forefront of establishing the highest standards of press 
ethics in the world.

PITFALLS AND ACCLAIM 
Nevertheless, several of Schibsted’s largest media 
houses, including Aftonbladet and VG, breached national 
codes of press conduct in 2014. At the same time, our 
investigative editorial teams received multiple awards 
for their agenda setting journalism.

Our editorial developers are recognised worldwide for 
their product development and innovation. One signi-
ficant change is the growth in distribution of news via 
social media, and the demand for journalists to interact 
with their audience. New data technology can also give 
journalists an audience to follow more closely and more 
directly.

However, it is very demanding to organise the 
newsroom with both real time news and investigative 
reporting, using all available publishing platforms and 
tools. Many media houses also encourage their staff to 
explore experimental ways of storytelling and writing. 
Print is not dead yet, and media houses such as Aften-
posten continue to invest in product development and 
design.

Norway’s leading morning newspaper also has a new 
editorial leadership with several new sub-editors. The 
newsroom has been reorganised to meet digital needs 
and to secure more evident editorial footprints. A new 
evaluation process and meeting structure has sharpened 
journalistic focus.

THE, (CONTINUED), GROWTH OF DIGITAL
As most Schibsted regional newspapers, Aftenposten 
launched a Plus App in 2014 which contains all con-
tent from the media house, and Bergens Tidende, (BT), 
launched its BT+ App. These two titles also increased 
circulation.

Bernt Olufsen, President
Schibstedt Editors Forum

In 2014, Schibsted’s media 
houses continued their efforts 
to cut editorial and production 
costs as they transformed into 
more digital operations. It was 
also a year of increased reach 
and more critical acclaim.

             In the age of 
digital transformation, 
everyone and every-
thing must move faster.
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NORWAY

AfTENPOSTEN

«Sterkest siden  
Nelson Mandela»

Fredsprisvinnerne Malala Yousafzai og Kailash Satyarthi leverte 
begge eksepsjonelle taler, skriver Aftenpostens Harald Stanghelle.  

Les de to talene i dagens avis. 
NYHETER • DEL 1 • SIDE 2-8

Aftenposten: Sikkerhets-
skandalen må få etterspill
LEDER • DEL 2 • SIDE 2

Så nær var
inntrengeren
NYHETER • DEL 1 • SIDE 4–5
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Torsdag 11. desember 2014

Uke 50   Nr. 337 • 154. årgang Løssalg kr 30 

KULTUR • DEL 2 • SIDE 2 INNSIKT • DEL 2 • SIDE 16–17

Velkommen til prøvekjøring
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Osteraasbil.no Forhandler av m{zd{ i asker, bærum og oslo vest

Østerås Bilsenter as
Grini Næringspark 1. 1361 Østerås. Tlf. 67 16 50 00

ÅPNINGSTIDER: man.-ons. 8-17, tors. 8-18, fre. 8-16, lør. 10-14

Mazda Cx-5 leveres nå med
vinterhjul og metallic lakk
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-Diesel 150 hk (380Nm)
-Diesel 175 hk (420Nm)
-Automat eller 6 trinns
manuelt gir
-To hjuls- eller firehjulstrekk

-Bensin fra 160 hk
-Diesel 150 hk (380Nm)

Vi har fortsatt noen biler som kan
leveres før jul

                KEY FIGURES   

Editor-in-chief: Espen Egil Hansen  
Place of issue: Oslo    
Channels & frequency: Desktop, mobile, TV, one daily print, paid tablet edition, 
 (a+), and paid e-paper  
Total reach, (daily) 1,249,000, (Source: tns gallup, FM 15/1) 
Editorial staff 242 full-time    
Editorial budget NOK 252 million   
    

              USERS    

Users mobile/tablet 382,000    
Users desktop 778,000    
Users TV/video 15,630,457, (Total number of video views in 2014)  
Users print 576,000   
Circulation 221,659    
    

              GENDER AND AGE DEMOGRAPHIC   

Gender Mobile/tablet Desktop Print 
Female in per cent 45/49 41 50 
Male in per cent 55/51 59 50 
    
Age distribution  Below 20 Below 30 30–59 Plus 60
Mobile/tablet in per cent N/A 32/15 62/66 7/20
Desktop in per cent N/A 30 50 20
Print in per cent N/A 15 46 39

Editorial Report, Aftenposten: http://mm.aftenposten.no/2014/redaksjonelt-regnskap/
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EDITORIAL GOALS AND  
PRIORITIES 2014
Last year was truly a year of renewal in 
Aftenposten’s collegium of editors. Almost 
all senior and managing editors are either 
new or they have taken over different 
positions. The same goes for several junior 
editors. Moreover, it was the first full year 
in service for the new Editor-in-chief. Na-
turally, all these staff changes are being 
reflected in our numerous and diverse 
products. We have spent much energy and 
resources on the following:

•	 Developing	our	print	product.	The
 newspaper is more playful and, it
 seems, more modern and in tune with
 our readers.
•	 Getting	a	deeper	understanding	of	the
 challenges, and even more important,   
 the advantages of social media and
 sharing. We may not have cracked the 
 code entirely yet, but as a news orga-
 nisation, we are closer than ever before
 to making social media an integral part
 of our everyday reporting.
•	 Understanding	how	digital	news
 reporting differs from once-a-day
 print-copy reporting. We have learnt 
 how to tell stories in new ways by   
 using new techniques and new tools.
•	 To	find	common	ground,	Aftenposten
 changed the way it organises much of
 its newsroom. This involved renewed
 focus on pinpointing the areas where
 we want to excel journalistically. 

Hence, we discovered, discussed and 
agreed on what elements in Aftenposten 
we will refer to as “journalistic footprints”. 
These footprints are areas and topics our 
news organisation wants to concentrate 
on in the coming years. These “footprints” 
will certainly play a major role in our 
Schibsted report next year. 

HOW WE WORK  
To maintain the quality journalism for 
which Aftenposten is known, respected 
and admired, we pay close attention to 
the newsroom’s planning, execution and 
evaluation. Moreover, no matter how great 
challenges our business faces with the 
blazing speed of news stories travelling 
through the digital world, we will not 
reduce the demand for a high standard of 
ethics and a critical distance to our sources. 
In order to protect, and indeed develop, this 
journalism, Aftenposten therefore incorpo-
rated a set of new procedures in 2014. We 
changed the structure of our internal meet–
ings, partly to sharpen journalistic focus; 
we established methods to avoid division 
between departments in the newsroom; we 
created internal structures to endorse and 
include social media in our daily reporting 
and we successfully completed the first full 
year of holding daily evaluation meetings, 
where the entire staff of the media house is 
invited to participate. 

We also implemented a whole new set of 
guidelines for carrying out investigative 
journalism in Aftenposten. Finally, it might 
be worth mentioning that Aftenposten in  
2014 merged the political news depart-
ment with the economic department. 

This was done mainly because we 
believe that the two groups of journalists 
will be able to complement each other’s 
strengths and help one another overcome 
common challenges. So far it has been a 
successful move. 

HOW WE WORK WITH DEBATE,  
COMMENTS BLOGS AND EDITORIALS
We share opinions.

We don’t share opinions in the sense 
that we agree. No, we share opinions with 
people we know. We encourage our friends 
to read, and share on social media. We 
share what strikes us, in some way or the 
other. This may be something that we to-
tally agree with, something that a person 
expresses in very precise terms. It might 
be something we find utterly provoking 
that we want to comment on and show 
to others. Or it might be something that 
we recognise in ourselves, a story which 
touches on our own experiences or those 
of people close to us.

In 2014, Lene Marlin’s story hit us 
particularly hard. As did the comment by 
Aftenposten’s journalist, Carl Alfred Dahl, 
who wrote about the public health nurse 
who asked whether he beats his children.  

We read – and shared – the observations 
of a former prostitute from Denmark. In 
Aftenposten we believe in opinions, and 
we consider cultivating opinions to be the 
core of our social mission. There exists an 
abundance of arenas for debate, and the 
democratisation of debate has made solid 
progress. Our role is to gather the most 
important debates in a common arena, ex-
panding the number of people who would 
otherwise challenge each other’s opinions. 
We publish opinions ouselves, in editorials 
and comments. The aim is to challenge 
and trigger a response or an involvement. 
But it might just as well be an aim to pre-
sent the nuances in matters that appear to 
be black and white. Many people express 
their opinions in Aftenposten. We feel that 
we have enjoyed a good day at work every 
time we managed to instigate a debate, 
develop it and present more perspectives 
than those which are self-evident. 

The Norwegian Minister of Health, Bent Høie, 
in one of the new Aftenposten TV studios.METHODS
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Aftenposten started the year visiting its readers. This is an 
image from that initiative. Editor-in-chief, Espen Egil Hansen 
and CEO, Sondre Gravir, are seen in the centre.  Aftenposten maintains an extensive edi-

torial co-operation, in particular with our 
partners in the Schibsted-Norge group of 
newspapers on a national level: Bergens 
Tidende, Fædrelandsvennen and Stavanger 
Aftenbladet. In addition we cooperate with 
Adresseavisen.

With these four media companies, 
we practice full transparency. We have 
complete access to each other’s editorial 
production systems, and we discuss openly 
all procedures for the coverage of major de-
veloping news as well as exclusive stories. 
This also goes for some of the pre-planned 
fixed news events, for example parliamen-
tary hearings. This co-operation includes of 
course all digital products, TV transmis-
sions and TV footage.   

In addition, the same newspapers, (plus 
a few smaller ones owned by Polaris), 
cooperate extensively in 100 % Sport. All 
sports journalism is made accessible on this 
platform for all the papers’ websites. 100% 
Sport has its own management and a news 
desk which handles all current sports news. 
During major events, for example the World 
Ski Championships in Falun, 100 % Sport 
organises common coverage on site. 

On an international level, Aftenposten 
co-operates with Svenska Dagbladet in 
Sweden and Die Welt in Germany. We 
contact our colleagues there whenever 
they have stories of interest to us, and 
vice versa. We also hold exclusive rights 
to publish material from The Washington 
Post in Norway.  

The provisions laid down in the Ethical 
Code of Practice for the Press constitute 
the basis for the way we practice the ethics 
of journalism. In addition, Aftenposten 
has its own code of practice. We regularly 
train our employees in the ethical code, 
and we make sure that all new employees 
and temporary staff receive the necessary 
instructions. 

Aftenposten’s print and digital pro-
ducts are evaluated on a daily basis by our 
leading editors, according to a set pattern. 
Mistakes are rectified in the “Corrections” 
column, which is permanently located in 
the oped pages. 

The Norwegian Press Complaints 
Commission, (Pressens Faglige Utvalg, 
PFU), considered five complaints against 
Aftenposten last year, compared to 12 
the previous year. In three of these cases, 
the commission concluded that there had 
been a violation against the principles of 
good press conduct. 

The phrase most talked about last year 
was Harald Stanghelle’s “good, but uncon-
firmed rumours”. He wrote this in a com-
mentary article on the PR-bureau, First 
House, and what was allegedly a smear 
campaign against Thorbjørn Jagland, the 
leader of the Norwegian Nobel Committee. 

The complaints commission concluded 
that this wording did not violate the rules 
on source criticism, but Aftenposten ought 
to have given First House the opportunity 
to reply.  

The documentary series “Sweatshop”, 
which describes three Norwegian young-
sters’ meeting with textile workers in 
Cambodia, was seen by 800,000 people in 
this country and one million abroad, as of 
January 2015. The retail clothing com-
pany, Hennes & Mauritz, said the series 
presented an oversimplified and mis-
leading impression of the Cambodian tex-
tile industry, and filed a complaint against 
Aftenposten with the PFU. The commis- 
sion rejected the complaint, noting that 
the series is not about Hennes & Mauritz it 
deals with the working and living condi-
tions for the textile workers.  

Aftenposten is currently involved in one 
legal dispute. 

Sports executive, Morgan Andersen, 
initiated court action against Aftenposten, 
demanding compensation for libel, after we 
published a story on a deal connected to 
the former soccer-player, Abgar Barsom, in 
Fredrikstad FC. Andersen lost the case in 
a district court in August 2013, but he won 
in the court of appeal in September 2014.  
Aftenposten has appealed this decision to 
the Supreme Court.

A-magasinet, Aftenposten’s weekend magazine, had 703,000 readers in 2014. Here 
Magazine Editor Lillian Vamheim and her staff are discussing a story in the next issue.

CO-OPERATION ETHICS

LEGAL MATTERS
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INNOVATIONS
The most important product and editorial 
innovations in 2014: The new “all con-
tent”-app.

In 2014, Aftenposten launched the 
new app, “Aftenposten+”. The app is 
developed in the context of Aftenposten 
transforming the digital business model 
from free to user payment.

It contains all Aftenposten content 
– the daily, (print), editions and the web 
edition, and has been developed for iPad, 
iPhone and Android in terms of design 
and functionality. It has been designed 
to give the reader an appealing and easy 
overview, lots of content and a calm, 
lean-back reading experience.

A NEW NEWSPAPER
In March, the conventional print edition 
was relaunched with the creation of a 
news section containing all the day’s 
main stories – regardless of whether 
these were Oslo-based, national, interna-
tional or business stories. 

The new book 2 – simply and clearly 
marked with a figure 2 – was expanded to 
include background and insight, as well 
as more Oslo pages, the popular com-
ments section, debate and culture pages.

The front cover of the print edition, 
received a make-over with the Friday 
issue, A-magasinet and other weekend 
sections also getting a new look and feel.

DIGITAL “SPEARHEADS”
In September, we launched the Spydspiss-
projektet, (the Spearhead Project). We put 
together a group of reporters and asked 
them to experiment, learn and develop our 
digital journalism and presentation.

Their findings have led to several major 
improvements in our digital products. They 
also held weekly courses for editorial staff 
on a variety of issues.

TV SERIES AROUND THE GLOBE
With its two new TV studios, Aftenposten 
is set to increasingly trigger debate on key 
issues. 

In 2014, we began producing our own 
TV series such as “Sweatshop”, “Verdens 
kaffe”, (World of Coffee), and “Fra ungdom-
men”, (From the Youth). 

“Sweatshop” has shocked and awakened 
an entire generation of teens – and not just 
in Norway. The show is now living its own 
life and engaging hundreds of thousands of 
young people from Australia to Germany 
and the US.

MORE MULTIMEDIA TOOLS
The Aftenposten newsroom is increasingly 
adopting multimedia tools. 

Our in-house news developers provide 
outstanding visual and interactive presen-
tations. They have also contributed more in 
our key investigative journalism work with 
their in-depth knowledge of databases, 
analysis and research. 

The “Spearhead Group”: We put together a group of reporters and asked them to  
experiment, learn and develop our digital journalism and presentation.

“Sweatshop” has shocked and awakened  
a generation of teens – not only in Norway. 

Advanced multimedia productions have become a 
part of daily life in the newsroom.
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Media award of the year: Aftenposten 
won two of the prizes presented during the 
awards ceremony in May organised by the 
Norwegian Media Businesses’ Association. 
The monthly magazine, Bake, was awarded 
the prize for Innovation of the Year.  
The prize for Sports Page of the Year 
went to a double spread about Jelena 
Välbe from the 2013 World Ski Champions-
hips in Val di Fiemme – brilliantly portrayed 
by our team at the scene: Trond Tandberg 
and Erlend Nesje. 

The SKUP Awards: Aftenposten won 
a diploma for the project “The defence 
bargains”, which revealed how the compa-
ny administering military property, Fors-
varsbygg, sold more than 600 properties 
at bargain prices. Henning Carr Ekroll, Siri 
Gedde-Dahl, Trond J. Strøm and Fredrik 
Hager-Thoresen received the diploma, 
which is awarded by the Foundation for a 
Critical and Investigative Press.   

The Grand Journalism Award:  
Freelance journalist and Aftenposten cor-
respondent, Kristin Solberg, was honoured 

with the award for her brave foreign journa-
lism. She shared the award with freelancer 
Anders Sømme Hammer. All the major 
Norwegian press associations collaborate 
on this award. 

Picture of the Year: Photographer, Paal 
Audestad, won this prestigious award, when 
the press photographers’ association awar-
ded their own prize. In total Aftenposten 
received eight awards for pictures.  
Golden Pen of the Year: Journalist Inge D. 
Hanssen, received the prize from Riksmåls-
forbundet, the Society for the Preservation 
of Traditional Standard Norwegian langu-
age. He won it “in recognition of his reports 
from the courts of law, where he success-
fully manages to translate the judicial ter-
minology into a modern newspaper-langua-
ge which everyone may understand.”   

Honours to our chief editors: The two 
most prestigious awards were presented to 
Aftenposten’s former and present Editor-
in-chief by the Oslo Association of Editors. 

Espen Egil Hansen received the Editor of 
the Year prize, and his predecessor Hilde 
Haugsgjerd, won the Honorary award.  

Bicycle award: At the opening cere-
mony of the national bicycle conference, 
the National Association of Cyclists presen-
ted their honors for Aftenposten’s “Bicycle 
patrol” because of the special attention this 
project gave to the situation for cyclists in 
Oslo. 

Best of Scandinavian News Design:  
In this competition, Aftenposten won two 
silver medals; one for the multimedia pro-
ject, “Norway in Afghanistan”, and one for 
the design of the Aftenposten landing page.

European Digital Media Awards:  
Honorable prize for “Best readers’ invol-
vement” in the project, “What has wealth 
done to us?” 

15th European Newspaper Awards: 
The diploma, “Award of Excellence”, was 
presented to Aftenposten for the project, 
“Norway in Afghanistan”.

The Media Rose 2014: The web series, 
“Sweatshop”, was awarded this prize for 

presenting and forwarding positive values 
in the media. The award is presented by a 
joint Christian organisastion.  

“Not at any price”: Aftenposten TV 
received the honorary award for the series, 
“Sweatshop”.  

This prize celebrates those who pro-
mote ethical public procurement. Kom-
munal Landspensjonskasse, (KLP), and 
Initiativ for etisk handel, (Difi), presented 
the award.

Schibsted Innovation Awards 2014: 
Our new A+ app received the “New Busi-
ness Innovation” award at a ceremony 
in Barcelona in October, with judges 
praising how Aftenposten had created an 
easy user experience and a fresh, con-
temporary look. 

AWARDS 

Aftenpostens new A+ app got the “New Business Innovation” award.  
Anette Mellbye happily received the award at a Schibsted ceremony in Barcelona.
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Aftenposten Publishing produces seven 
magazines as well as a newspaper for 
children, Aftenposten Junior.

The year began with Aftenposten  
Junior becoming the fastest growing Nor-
wegian newspaper in terms of circulation 
and Bake was named the Media Busines-
ses’ Association, (MBL), Innovation Winner 
of the Year.

Overall circulation growth for Aften-
posten Publishing in 2014 was approxima-
tely 30 per cent.

In March, we launched Historie, (Histo-
ry), which has been very well received.

Hyttemagasinet, (The Cabin Magazine), 
was given a fresher design, improved paper 
quality and strengthened content.

Aftenposten’s culture magazine, K, 
was re-launched in December with a new 
look and new content, and has since then 
increased its readership by more than  
30 per cent.

We replaced Mamma, (Mom), with a 
new title for parents of both sexes with 
school age children; the first edition of 
Oppvekst, (Adolescence), went on sale in 
February 2015.

Aftenposten also launched a new ma-
gazine app, Magasin+, for tablets where we 
have gathered all our magazines, including 
all previous editions, in one subscription.

Official readership figures from TNS 
Gallup/MBL, show that each edition of 
Innsikt, (Insight), is now read by 275,000 
people.

Mat fra Norge, (Food from Norway), 
strengthened its position as Norway’s 
most popular food magazine, growing its 
readership by 43 per cent to 106,000. 
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POLITIKK  // SAMFUNN  //  UTENRIKS  //  KLIMA  //   VITEN  //   TEKNOLOGI  //  KULTUR                                       aftenposteninnsikt.no

innsiktNå
250 000 

lesere!
BAKGRUNN, VITEN & MENINGER

Frykter  
økende uro
i Russlands  

bakgård

10 konflikter 
å følge med på

«American  
Sniper»:

Clint Eastwoods
mangelfulle

historie-
forståelse

Karikaturtegningenes
provoserende 

historie 

Gullkort til EU: 
Kjøper seg forbi
køen til Europa

Journalistene  
som ofret livet  

for å vise oss verden

Come-
backets
såre sider

Helt hekta!
Våre nye  
kulturelle
besettelser 

Malcolm X:
Gangsterpredikanten  
som snudde rase- 
debatten på hodet

Nr 02 / 2015 / FEBRUAR / Kr 59

De problematiske
dronene

Dreper barn og sivile
Distanserer soldatens ansvar 

Opererer i folkerettslige gråsoner 
Øker faren for radikalisering 

7 023060 311988

5 7 0 0 2

bc 1198 02 Hus/hjem

SOSIALE MEDIESTJERNER
Michael Keaton, Hugh Jackman og

Lena Dunham om å dele eller ikke dele.

TOKYO I MINIATYR
Japans trangeste bygater gir

rom for spektakulær arkitektur.

Kulturmagasin  Feb 2015
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VR I PÅ IBSEN —  På Teaterhøgskolen skrev Mattis Herman Nyquist 
forsvarstaler for Torvald i Et dukkehjem. Nå er de blitt til hans debutroman.
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Øl, hest og fet 
frokost mot fyllesyke
Jan Vardøen gir deg bedre dager

48 timer på
Oslos høyder

7 023060 112615
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La sesongen
bestemme  råvarene

INSPIRASJON KULTUR OPPSKRIFTER HISTORIE

NORGES MEST LESTE MATMAGASIN!

NR 1  -  2015  -  KR 69,-

pølsenepølsene
Livet er mer enn grill og wiener. Her er det pølser 
av and og av lam, av reinsdyr, hjort og økologisk 
svinekjøtt. De er grove, godt krydret og med 
masser av kjøtt. 

Finnmark 
servert på et fat

Brimi i storbyen
Gutta på turs nye restaurant

Kongekrabbe 
- fra monster til merkevare

Smak på de beste

gode 
silderetter

NÅ 106 000 LESERE

READERSHIP FIGURES
AFTENPOSTEN INNSIKT,  

(INSIGHT): 
275,000

READERSHIP FIGURES
AFTENPOSTEN K, (CULTURE): 

127,000

READERSHIP FIGURES
MAT FRA NORGE,  

(FOOD FROM NORwAY): 
127,000

PUBLISHING
AfTENPOSTEN SUB BRANDS
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7 023060 211783
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SOM PÅ
HYTTA

HER ER
SKJULE-
STEDET

ALT DU MÅ 
VITE OM ARV
OG DELING
AV HYTTA

UTSIKT TIL 
NORGES 
NASJONAL-
MALERI

QUIZ & XORD
GJØR DET SELV
HYTTE-MAT

Vindus-
plass mot
 vidda

Rondane:

Mer å lese:

Vindus-
Veggli:

NYTTE-
SKOLEN:

15
12

Inspirerende nyttig

NR 1  FEBRUAR 2015   KR  69

Inspirerende nyttig

MAGNUS
FRA ANNO

KAMPEN 
OM TUNGT-
VANNET

SIDERHYTTE-BESØK

SIDER
43

QUIZ & XORD
Mer å lese:

knekkebrød
knekkebrød med rosmarin

★ 49 KR 
bakemag.no

N  1º15
13

KRINGLA
ekte vare i Lofoten

Møt Bakes nye spaltist
Rune Kristian Elnan
Selverklært brødhode

Fristende
langpannekaker
TARTINE BAKERY
makeløse brød i 
San Francisco

52
OPPSKRIFTER

ÅRETS BAKETRENDER ★ BAKESKOLE ★ FRIE KAKER

enkelt og smakfullt

Søte & sunne kaker

2015
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SPORTNYHETER FRA VERDEN SPØR VERA

Hekta på 
fotballdrakter

SIDE 20

Syriske barn 
har det tøft i 
vinterkulden   

SIDE 6

Jeg er så 
forelsket! 

Hva gjør jeg?
SIDE 19
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NYHETER FRA VERDEN SPORT

Hele klassen 
logget seg av i en uke  

Klassekameratene i Egersund 
bestemte seg for å ta skjermfri. 

Hvordan tror du det gikk?  SIDE 4

READERSHIP FIGURES
HYTTEMAGASINET,  

(THE CABIN MAGAZINE): 
86,000

READERSHIP FIGURES
AFTENPOSTEN HISTORIE,  

(HISTORY): 
FIRST READERSHIP FIGURES wILL 

BE AVAILABLE IN 2015. 

READERSHIP FIGURES
BAKE, (BAKE): 

80,000

CIRCULATION FIGURES:
AFTENPOSTEN JUNIOR: 

21,817

AfTENPOSTEN SUB BRANDS
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WHAT IS THE VALUE Of 

jOURNALISM?
At the end of 2014, Aftenposten revealed what was 
apparently illegal mobile surveillance in Oslo, in the vicinity 
of the parliament building, the prime minister’s office and 
elsewhere. The story attracted a considerable amount of 
attention in Norway and abroad. 

The revelations clearly demonstrate why society needs 
journalism. In this case, it uncovered information of vital 
importance: The abandonment of responsibility by officials 
was documented, and unacceptable attitudes within the po-
lice were brought to light. It also underlines the importance 
of independent, professional and resourceful news organisa-
tions: Several months of hard work, including quality checks, 
preceded publication.    

Throughout the year, we also had a special focus on the 
grey economy, especially in the construction sector, where 
we uncovered extensive links to criminal gangs. And in a 
series of investigative articles entitled “Violence against 
children”, we reported on a number of cases of severe child 
abuse, giving a voice to those who suffer in silence.

These are the kind of news items for which Aftenposten 
is, and will continue to be known. We break stories using 
words and images. We make things happen. We offer our 
analyses and comments. And we communicate all this, 
using several channels, and a wider range of publication 
platforms than ever before; print, tablets, desktop and video.
  

THE BLURRING OF LOCAL AND GLOBAL
The distinction between local and global is quickly being 
eroded: Climate and the environment, the management of 
natural resources, cultural life and entertainment, and in 
the globalised economy as a whole. To understand our-
selves, we must try to understand the world. This is why 
we followed cheap tomatoes all the way from Italy, where 
they were grown, to Norwegian dinner tables. We found 
that the low prices in our shops often came at a high price 
for those who harvested the tomatoes; immigrants lack-
ing proper documentation, denied basic rights, and living 
and working in conditions akin to slavery. 

EVERYTHING’S ONLINE, RIGHT? 
Aftenposten maintains a network of six permanent foreign 
correspondents. In addition, we have reporters travelling on 
assignments almost constantly. But with so much infor-
mation available online, doesn’t it make more sense just to 
gather and rewrite material in Oslo?  

We don’t think so. Climate change is global and our in-
sight is more valuable, and our understanding deeper when 
we’re reporting from a smog-choked Beijing than from our 
offices in central Oslo. And when you’re covering the fate of 
Syrian refugees, the conflict in Ukraine or the World Cup in 
Brazil, there is no substitute for being on the ground. 
   

Journalism has a price. Both in financial terms and in 
efforts that sometimes don’t deliver the results you’d like. 
More often than not, however, we are rewarded. When 
we published “Violence against children”, a young mother 
told us: “Now I see that we’re not alone – this gives me 
strength.” Such a response confirms what we already 
know: The real value of journalism cannot be quantified in 
figures. 

Espen Egil Hansen
Editor-in-chief

          To understand 
ourselves, we must 
try to understand 
the world.

Aftenposten’s Editor-in-chief, Espen Egil Hansen, shows Crown Prince Haakon how the 
newsroom works during a visit in December 2014. Rolv Erik Ryssal, Schibsted Media 
Group CEO, follows the presentation closely. 
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SWEATSHOP
http://www.aftenposten.no/webtv/seri-
er-og-programmer/sweatshop/ 

THE REFUGEE-CRISIS IN SYRIA
http://www.aftenposten.no/nyheter/
uriks/Du-har-flyktet-fra-Syria---dettemo-
terdeg--7500255.html

THE SILENT SPRING IN THE 
BIRD’S MOUNTAIN
http://mm.aftenposten.no/kloden-var/
den-tause-vaaren-i-fuglefjellet

3 BEST VIDEOS

VIOLENCE AGAINST CHILDREN  
– A HIDDEN PROBLEM
Aftenposten’s reporters, Håkon Letvik and 
Lene Skogstrøm, penetrated the vicious 
and difficult problem of domestic violence. 
When we introduced this series of articles 
in September 2014, there were 120 cases 
pending trial in Norwegian law courts, only 
in the following two months, and we cer-
tainly hoped that our articles would shed 
more light on a problem that particularly 
affects children, says Håkon Letvik. 

Many readers told us how much they 
appreciated us tackling the subject:
“Thank you so much for writing about   
me and my daughter. Now I realise that
we are not alone, and this gives us  
strength, wrote a young mother who  
had been beaten and kicked by her hus-
band, even as she went pregnant.” 

http://www.aftenposten.no/
nyheter/iriks/ Se-tiltalene-om-fami-
lievold-her-7747443.html 

PUTIN’S METHOD FOR TAKING  
THE CRIME 
Aftenposten’s reporter, Per Kristian Aale, 
went to the Crimea to find out what hap-
pened when Russian President Vladimir 
Putin annexed the Ukrainian peninsula in 
February and March. Aales investigations 
revealed a story which was very different 
from Putin’s account.  

On Februrary 27, heavily armed 
pro-Russian gunmen stormed into the 
regional parliament in Simferopol. The 
assembly then deposed the government, 
appointed Sergey Aksionov Prime Minis-
ter and called a referendum on whether 
to declare independence and join Russia. 
By means of local sources and his skills 
in investigative journalism, Aale obtained 
access to the voting protocol. It showed 
which members of parliament had been 
present, and how they had voted. A little 
more than 60 out of 100 representatives 
had taken part, and 55 voted in favour of 
deposing the government.  

Aftenposten’s reporter could present 
new information which documented that 
all the MPs had received threatening 
telephone calls, ordering them to come to 
the parliament building. The elected repre-
sentatives who did appear; were carefully 
searched and had their mobile phones 
confiscated. Then they went inside to vote 
behind closed doors, while the armed 
men kept guard. Only 36 representatives 
were in fact present, a number which was 
not sufficient for a qualified vote. So the 
change of regime was in reality a coup sta-
ged by pro-Russian separatists and Russia. 

http://www.aftenposten.no/nyheter/
uriks/Stemmefusk-sikret-prorussisk-fler-
tall-i-Krims-parlament-7496059.html

MOBILE SURVEILLANCE
For several months in the autumn of 2014, 
journalists Per Anders Johansen, Andreas 
Bakke Foss and web developer Fredrik 
Hager-Thoresen, worked intensively to 
survey suspicious mobile phone activity in 
Oslo. 

In the final stages they involved the se-
curity companies, Aeger Group and CEPIA 
Technologies, both of which operate very 
accurate measuring equipment to locate 
fake base stations. Based on this meti-
culous work, Aftenposten could reveal in 
December that illegal surveillance equip-
ment appeared to have been deployed in 
the vicinity of the prime minister’s office, 
the ministry of defence, parliament and 
the Norwegian central bank, Norges Bank. 

http://mm.aftenposten.no/storting-
et-og-statsministeren-overvakes/

3 BEST PICTURES
CEREMONY COUP 
The young Mexican student, Adán Cor-
tés, stormed up to the podium in Oslo 
City Hall when Malala Yousafzai and 
Kailash Satyarthi received their Nobel 
Peace Prize. Photo: Stein J. Bjørge, 
Aftenposten.

OLYMPIC SYMBOL
Therese Johaug whizzing by on the 
second leg of the women’s cross coun-
try relay in Sochi. Norway finished fifth. 
Photo: Martin Slottemo Lyngstad, 
Aftenposten.

CLIMATE REPORT
If all the ice in Greenland were to melt, 
global sea levels would rise seven me-
tres. Photo: Stein J. Bjørge, Aftenposten.

Ceremony coup

Olympic symbol

Climate report

3 BEST STORIES 
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Mistet alt,  
   reddet livet

BERGENS TIDENDE

Frøy Gudbrandsen, (left), followed Shaimaa and her family when they were deported 
from Norway. It started Bergens Tidende’s, (BT), investigation into how Norway hand-
les child deportees, coverage which later led, among other things, to a parliamentary 
hearing. This picture was taken just before BT left the family in Amman, Jordan, before 
they embarked on the last leg of their journey to Yemen. Photo: Håvard Bjelland. 

                KEY FIGURES  

Editor-in-chief: Gard Steiro  
Place of issue: Bergen, Norway    
Channels & frequency: Desktop, mobile and web-TV, daily print edition, e-paper and  
 daily paid tablet app, podcast channel.  
Total reach, (daily) 312,000  
Editorial staff 145   
Editorial budget MNOK 192  
    

              USERS    

Users mobile/tablet 103,000, (daily users mobile FM 15/1)   
Users desktop 193,000 ,(daily users mobile FM 15/1)  
Users TV/video N/A   
Users print 190,000, (FM 15/1) 
Circulation 73,640    
    

              GENDER AND AGE DEMOGRAPHIC   

Gender Mobile/tablet Desktop Print 
Female in per cent 45 47 N/A 
Male in per cent 55 53 N/A 
    
Age distribution  Below 20 20–39 40–59 Plus 60
Mobile/tablet in per cent 6 54 33 6
Desktop in per cent 6 41 36 17
Print N/A N/A N/A N/A 
TV N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Editorial Report, Bergens Tidende: http://www.bt.no/spesial/redaksjoneltregnskap/ 
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Reporters listen as BT’s Editor-in-chief, Gard Steiro, evaluates 
editorial performance. Every day, Steiro and other senior editors 
evaluate BT’s work in plenary discussions. 

METHODS
BT uses a number of different written and 
oral sources in its reporting. Our sources 
come from the public and private sectors, 
as well as being individuals. Our treatment 
of anonymous sources is covered in our 
code of press ethics, which states that 
sources’ right to anonymity is paramount. 
BT strives to use open sources, but allows 
sources to be anonymous to cover issues 
that could otherwise not be covered. 

BT strives to use more female sources 
in our reporting, but we still have a lot to 
do before we will be satisfied on this point.

We pay up to a maximum of NOK 
100,000 for leads to stories, but seldom 
pay more than NOK 1,000. 

Our reporting is subject to evaluation 
on a daily basis, and we invite external 
evaluation.

BT prioritises debate and editorials.  
Debate articles are among the most 
popular on our website. A separate debate 
group curates debate at BT, be it articles 
sent to us or articles we ask to have writ-
ten about current issues. Another group is 
responsible for commentaries and edito-
rial. While the newsroom has reduced in 
size overall, these groups have maintained 
the same size. A new third party content 
site called Innsikt has been set up. On this 
site, researchers and scientists blog about 
their work and about new research.

ETHICS
BT has a rigid system for control of infor-
mation, and corrects all mistakes under 
the heading “Corrections”. Our operations 
are based on the Norwegian code of press 
ethics, which is further detailed in our own 
code of ethics.

In 2014, seven complaints about BT 
were lodged with the Press Council. BT 
was acquitted in five of these cases, found 
guilty in one with one still pending.

Several direct complaints were made 
directly to BT. In none of these cases has 
BT paid monetary compensation.  

 

LEGAL MATTERS
In one separate instance, BT has been noti-
fied of a pending lawsuit. This has not been 
processed by the court system so far.

INNOVATIONS
The most important product and editorial 
innovations in 2014:

After a year in which we introduced 
major changes on all our platforms, 2014 
was a year marked by a large number of 
improvements and adjustments, both to 
our design, to our frontpage and on aspects 
such as load times. Our biggest launch was 
a new tablet and mobile app,  BT+. The 
new app has been received positively, and 
its userbase – although still moderate – is 
growing day by day.

Data-driven reporting and visualisations 
have been important parts of BT’s journa-
lism in recent years. Our efforts in these 
areas have resulted in numerous awards. 
In 2014, as well as major news stories, BT 
shifted some of its attention on smaller 
stories, something which has had immedi-
ate effect.

Perhaps the biggest project in 2014 was 
Kommunebyggeren, where we convinced 
people to build several hundred thousand 
new municipalities to see how the govern-
ment´s plans to join municipalities would 
affect them.

http://www.bt.no/spesial/kommunebyg-
ger/#!/lagkart

Of smaller projects, we made a simple 
calculator in which fans could calculate 
the results of all the remaining matches of 
Norway´s football league and see whether 
or not the local team would be derelegated. 
It ended up being so.

http://www.bt.no/spesial/nedrykkskal-
kulator/#!/

The light rail system in Bergen – Bybanen – 
is a source of continuous fighting between 
politicians and discussions that involve lar-
ge parts of the population of Bergen. When 
one political advisor left what turned out to 
be the sketches for a satirical board game 
about all the twists and turns concerning 
Bybanen in the city council´s offices, BT 
decided to make it into a proper game. We 
recommend that you try it on your mobile 
phone for the best possible experience.

http://www.bt.no/spesial/bybanenspil-
let/#!/?xtor=RSS-2 
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Reporters Ingrid Fredriksen, (far right), and Ingunn Roren 
generated more than a million page views for their “Janne” 
story. This year they were awarded the prestigious Skup 
award together with two reporters from Dagbldaet, (left). 
Photo: Helle Gannestad, Siste SKUP.

AWARDS
Bergens Tidende won the SKUP Award 
for its story about “Janne”, a woman who 
was neglected and abused as a child. The 
story was also winner of Best storytelling 
under Schibsted Journalism Awards, 
winner of the first price at the local award, 
The Golden Umbrella, winner of Story of 
the Year at NONA, (The Norwegian Online 
News Association), and the receiver of 
Excellence under Media Prices of the 
Year, (MBL). The story was also nomina-
ted for The Great Reporters´Award in 
Norway, and for The Ministry of Culture´s 
Human Rights Award.

At the Media Prices of the Year, (MBL), 
Bergens Tidende was honoured as Website 
of the Year in Norway.

At The European Newspaper Award 
in Austria, Bergens Tidende was awarded 
23 prizes.

At The Press Photo of the Year 
Award, Bergens Tidende was awarded one 
second prize and one third prize, the latter 
for a video feature.

At The Scandinavian News Design in 
Copenhagen, Bergens Tidende received two 
honorable mentions.

BERGENS TIDENDE
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THE YEAR Of
CONTRAST
In April 2014, Bergens Tidende, (BT), won the SKUP 
Award – considered to be the top prize for journalism 
in Norway – for the first time in almost 20 years. One 
month later we were lauded as “Website of the Year” 
by Mediebedriftene, the national association of media 
companies.

The BT newsroom has striven to win these two 
awards for many years. We wanted our journalism to be 
recognised as among the very best in Norway, and last 
year we received the recognition we had been working so 
hard for. These are two significant milestones that are 
encouraging us to continue invest in great journalism.

In many ways, 2014 became one of the best years 
in BT’s history. We have never received more critical 
acclaim for our work. It was, however, also a challen-
ging year. Falling advertising revenues led to renewed 
cost cutting initiatives in the newsroom resulting in, for 
example, the departure of several respected colleagues.

 Digitalisation is creating a variety of challenges 
for the industry. We believe, however, that we are well 
prepared to meet them head on. BT’s journalism has 
never had a larger audience; we have never been better 
at communicating with our readers and viewers; and 
we have never had such powerful tools to drive engage-
ment. There is one thing that never goes out of fashion in 
this business – be it in print or digital – and that is quality 
journalism. And that is what we will continue to deliver.

KEY GOALS AND TRENDS IN 2015 
Across Europe we are seeing the rise of ethnic tension, 
on a backdrop of growing economic uncertainty. Sup-
port for anti-immigration parties is growing across the 
continent, and extremism is on the rise. In Norway, a 
steady stream of fighters is returning from Syria, who-
se ideas and experiences may pose a threat to us all.

 These are just some of the reasons why the need 
for good journalism has never been greater. Trans-
parency, open debate and knowledge are our best 
weapons against intolerance and prejudice. Journalism 
at its best exposes the wrongdoings of those in power, 
uncovers harmful practices and opens readers’ eyes to 
new perspectives. Our main goal – in 2015 as it was in 
2014 – will be to deliver on these promises.

WE’LL COME TO YOU
Although the core of journalism remains the same, the 
way we deliver it is changing. In 2015, we will work to 
create a more seamless online experience, and more 
engaging reporting which finds readers where they 
are instead of expecting them to come to us. We are 
also aiming to provide a degree of functionality and 
personalisation that makes being logged into bt.no an 
indispensible part of people’s daily life.

 This year has already seen the launch of a new 
niche site – bonansa.no – covering all aspects of the 

topic that Norwegians probably spend the most time 
worrying about after the weather: their homes. We 
expect to launch several further initiatives in 2015, and 
as the world around us changes, BT will change with 
it – both in terms of technological prowess and in ways 
of telling stories. The outstanding quality, however, 
will remain the same.

Gard Steiro
Editor-in-chief

BT experienced strong mobile growth in 2014, and worked hard to improve user expe-
rience and quality on mobile platforms. In this picture, reporter Per Lindberg, (right), 
and front page editor Ken Rossland discuss a story. Photo: Rune Saevig. 

         Transparency, 
open debate and 
knowledge are our 
best weapons 
against intolerance 
and prejudice.
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BTV
BTV is Bergens Tidende’s, (BT), video sub-
brand. As well as being a fully integrated 
element of BT’s news coverage, BTV also 
hosts a number of TV shows. One of them 
is the social media talk show, “Kvitter” 
which successfully targets a young audi-
ence. In 2014, we ran two series of the 
show.

“Meglerne”, the Real Estate Agents, is 
a show that follows some of the unusu-
al personalities involved in the property 
market. “Meglerne” gave its viewers some 
of the highest earners among the agents, 
stylists and prospective buyers – along 
with plenty of insights and a lot of laughs.

BETA VEST
Beta Vest, (formerly BT Beta), is a com-
pany jointly owned by BT and Stavanger 
Aftenblad. The company runs the websi-
tes sysla.no, (west coast business news), 
and sprekere.no, (a hiking database and 
fitness service).

It also owns the following websites: 
offshore.no, (oil and energy news),  
ilaks.no, (fish farming), and maritime.no, 
(maritime sector). It also holds a majority 
stake in conference company Kaupang, as 
well as a minority post in ticketing compa-
ny Hoopla.

PUST
Pust is a service that encourages people to 
leave their cars at home and choose more 
environmentally friendly ways of getting to 
and from work. With Bergen being one of 
the most polluted cities in Europe on some 
of the worst days during winter, Pust gam-
ifies being good to the air we all breathe 
– and making the city a little greener for 
everyone.

LINKS
http://www.sysla.no
http://www.sprekere.no
http://www.offshore.no
http://www.ilaks.no
http://www.maritime.no
http://pust.bt.no

Bergen City Marathon was held for the third consecutive year in 2014, when a total 
of 7,040 runners took part in four different events. The marathon is arranged by BT 
and Viking, a local sports club. Photo: Elias Dahlen. 

BERGENS TIDENDE – SUB BRANDS
BERGENS TIDENDE SUB BRANDS BERGENS TIDENDE SUB BRANDS
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3 BEST PICTURES
ASYLUM
She came to Norway with a back totally 
deformed by tuberculosis. When the police 
wanted to throw her out, her doctors refu-
sed them to move her. BT was there when 
Zahra’s biggest wish – a piece of paper from 
the Norwegian government allowing her to 
stay in the country – arrived in the form of a 
letter. Photo: Eirik Brekke. 

FIRE
Thirty-five buildings were destroyed by fire 
when flames ravaged the small community  
of Laerdal in western Norway one night in  
January. No lives were lost, but property  
damage was considerable. Photo: Elias Dahlen. 

FLAAM
Several municpalities got hit from flooding 
during heavy rainfalls in the autumn of 2014. 
Worst hit was Flåm, where several houses 
was taken by water. Photo: Rune Sævig.

1. The unlikely story about Zahra Maow, 
the young girl from Yemen with a back 
terribly deformed from tubercolosis at 
young age, was BT’s most read story in 
2014. Her story, and the story about the 
people who helped her – and her final suc-
cess in securing permanent residency in 
Norway – touched hundreds of thousands. 

http://www.bt.no/btmagasinet/Rakryg-
get-3201308.html

2.  When ten year old Shaimaa was  
sent from Norway, BT’s reporter Frøy  
Gudbrandsen was the first to follow 
the entire process. It also became the 
beginning of BT’s series on the children 
who are affected by Norwegian policy on 
refugees and the political bickering about 
it – leading among other things to a parlia-
mentary hearing in 2015. 

http://www.bt.no/spesial/asylbarna/#!/

3. When Monika, (8), was found dead in  
her own home, police – and the media –  
quickly wrote it off as a suicide. An investi-
gator who looked into the story found the 
evidence pointed in another direction –  
the girl might have been muredered. 
Leadership in the policed brushed him off. 
Only when BT broke the story, was the 
case reopened. 

The case and the police’s actions are still 
being investigated, and Bergen’s police 
commissioner has stepped down until 
further notice. 

http://www.bt.no/nyheter/lokalt/Etter-
forskeren-fryktet-Monika-8-var-drept-Sje-
fene-ba-ham-holde-seg-unna-sa-
ken-3195873.html

3 BEST STORIES Asylum Fire

Flaam

3 BEST VIDEOS
A video filmed by a reader became the 
most viewed at bt.no in 2014. Filming 
his own front collision, the driver wanted 
to emphasize the dangers of driving. He 
succeeded. 

http://www.bt.no/tv/Her-filmer-han-
sin-egen-frontkollisjon-3128330.html 

Battling a broken-down body and the 
authorities decision to throw her out of 
the country, Zahra, (17), seems to have 
won on both fronts. 

The video accompagnied BT’s most read 
story in 2014.

http://www.bt.no/tv/Zahra-17-er-i-
ferd-med-a-bli-lam-3199663.html

Few things stokes BT’s readers and 
viewers as much as local history. This 
video – a reconstruction of how Bergen 
may have looked in the 14th century 
was immensely popular. 

http://www.bt.no/tv/Var-det-slik-
Munkeliv-kloster-sa-ut-3035858.html
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fANAPOSTEN
Editor-in-chief: Ståle Melhus
Place of issue: Bergen sør, Norway
Frequency: 2 times a week – Tuesday 
and Friday
Total reach: 17,000
Circulation: 4,145
Users: 4,054 users online
Editorial staff: 5
Editorial goals: Find good and effective 
ways to both make newspaper and upda-
ting our website with small recources. 

Be relevant to as many readers as 
possible.

Make good and exciting awardwinning 
layout in our paper. 

EDITORS REPORT
In 2014 we went through staff reductions. 
We started the year with 11 members of 
our staff, and ended the year with seven. 
This, along with major cost-cuts, has been 
the biggest challenge this past year.

The editorial staff are the same as 
before, and we have set a goal in increased 
published articles on our website, without 
reducing our paper edition. We have solved 
this by adding more pictures in the web- 
articles, sometimes small videoclips to 
enrich the article on the web. 

In July we implemented SpID in our 
production, and we offer an all inclusive 
package: subscribers gain access to all our 
channels.

SYDVESTEN
Editor-in-chief: Mette Skulstad
Place of issue: Fyllingsdalen, Bergen, 
Norway
Frequency: 1 day a week
Channels: Desktop and print
Circulation: 1,180
Editorial staff: 1.5 

EDITORS REPORT
Sydvesten is an established and important 
superlocal product for the people living in 
Fyllingsdalen outside Bergen. The most 
important issues in the local community 
have been followed close by the reporters. 
The ambition is to keep and develop this 
position. Our ambition is also to be the “glue 
in the local community”. In 2015 Sydvesten 
want to increase the numbers of digital 
users and print-subscribers. It is a goal to 
have full focus on the digital product. It is 
also an ambition to keep up the journalistic 
quality.

LYDERHORN
Editor-in-chief: Mette Skulstad
Place of issue: Laksevåg and 
Bergen west, Norway
Frequency: 1 day a week
Channels: Print and online
Users: 1,181
Editorial staff: 1,5

EDITORS REPORT
Lyderhorn’s focus was to be the first-choice 
for the people living in Laksevåg and Bergen 
west. Lyderhorn is a quite new product, but 
the result is good and the readers are app-
reciating the product. The ambition now is 
to build up our digital capacity and capabi-
lity. 2014 has also been a challenging year 
in other matters. Lyderhorn has moved its 
newsroom and is now living together with 
other superlocals in Bergen. This has given 
good effects. In 2015 the goal is to develop 
oneline and keep the strength of print.

ÅSANE TIDENE
Editor-in-chief: Ove Landro
Place of issue: Åsane, north of Bergen, 
Norway
Frequency: 2 times a week – Tuesday 
and Friday
Circulation: 1,809
Editorial staff: 4

EDITORS REPORT
Continue to make a good and relevant local 
paper with small resources and to grow 
even more online. 

In 2014 we went online with a new and 
better website with the same editorial staff 
as before. Print is still our main focus, but 
that might change in the next couple of 
years. 

We have not implemented SpID in our 
production, and have no plans of doing so in 
2015.

Bli aBonnent nå!

Kun 429,-
12 måneder + 2 gratis måneder

Tlf. 55 16 47 50 eller 
e-post: abonnement@sydvesten.no

TirsDAG 
11. februar

2014

Nr. 6 • 2014bydelsavis for fyllingsdalen
LøssaLg kr. 20

  KUltUR Side 14 og 15

Fest på 
strutsefarmen

  nYHet Side 3

Flere nye miljø-
vennlige tiltak 
til Dalen

  SPoRt Side 8 og 9

Tre bronse 
til Bergen 
Kendoklubb

  nYHet Side 4 og 5

debatten om hvor kulturhuset i Fyllingsdalen skal 
bygges er nå over. Fyllingsdalen kulturråd støtter 
forslaget om et felles kultur- og idrettsbygg på tomten 

til Fyllingsdalen idrettshall. – Vi er positiv til samlo-
kalisering med idretten, sier styreleder Per Kragseth.

Kulturhuset
skal bygges her

(illustrasjon: Rambøll)
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– Sentrum i en trivelig bydel

Mandag - Fredag kl. 10-21   Lørdag kl. 10-18  
(mat har avvikende åpningstider)  

www.oasen-senter.no

Vi megler frem 
dine verdier
Kontakt oss i dag for en 

uforpliktende boligprat:

Tlf. 55 11 47 70

Avis for Bergen vest og Laksevåg  
Fredag 29. august / NR. 32 • 2014  / Løssalg kr. 20,-

  Nyhet 

Han har ansvar for 
områdesatsingen
Eiler Macody Lund (FrP) er ny områ-
debyråd.

SIDE 3

  Nyhet 

Prix-en får 
alko-karantene
Solgte øl til åpenbart beruset person.

SIDE 6
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  Kultur 

den nye  
mobil-farsotten
Ingress får gamere ut i solen for å 
erobre verden.

SIDE 14   Nyhet SIdE 4 og 5

Nygårdsparken er stengt og rusmisbrukerne spres. 
Straxhuset på Laksevåg er det største bydelsvise 
mottakssenteret, og også det som ligger nærmest 

den stengte parken. Men Strax-brukerne Lyderhorn har 
snakket med har ingen tro på at Laksevåg vil merke 
noe særlig til at parken er stengt.

– Miljøet flytter 
ikke til laksevåg

luftige sprang i alvøen
Vi var med under alvøen Cup.   Sport  SIdE 10 og 11

gratis parkering!
PMS 130 og 161 

Orange C0 M45 Y100 B0

Brun C50 M60 Y80 B0

PMS 130 og 161 

Orange C0 M45 Y100 B0

Brun C50 M60 Y80 B0

HOVEDLOGO
VENSTREJUSTERT TO LINJER

ALTERNATIV LOGO
VENSTREJUSTERT ÉN LINJE

ALTERNATIV LOGO
SENTRERT ÉN LINJE

 
GRÅTONE

 
SVART HVITT

Anbefalt luft rundt logo

Anbefalt luft rundt logo

Anbefalt luft rundt logo

Drotningsvik  
Legesenter  &
LegevakttLf.

5551 0555

tøffe 
høstnyheter
HETTEJAKKE

129.-
JOGGEBUKSE
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Fås i 
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Str 104-176
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ASkøYVæRINGEN
Editor-in-chief: Editor Kai Svellingen Flat-
ekvål, acting Editor-in-chief, Kai Svellingen 
Flatekvål
Place of issue: Askøy, Norway
Frequency: Weekly
Total reach: 15,000
Circulation: 4,313
Users: 4,000 online
Editorial staff: 4

EDITORS REPORT
For Askøyværingen, 2014 was the year 
news went online. In December 2013, we 
launched a new website – av-avis.no – and 
2014 became the year that Askøyværingen 
really put itself on the news-map in our 
own territory. The newspaper ended the 
year being a huge online hit, but due to the 
decline in popularity of the print edition, we 
reduced our number of weekly print editions 
from two to one. 

In December, we became an online news 
provider, with a weekly print edition. Staff 
numbers were reduced accordingly, and 
Askøyværingen now has four marketing 
people, and five, (including the editor), on 
the editorial side.

In February this year, we moved into 
our new offices: our more contemporary 
surroundings have further improved our 
efficiency in delivering the right news to the 
right audience, at the right time – and in the 
right format.

Now the real work begins. At the end of 
the year, we were seeing record traffic for 
our website, with a substantial increase in 
unique users between August and Decem-
ber. We now have some 4,000 unique users 
online every day. Our goal is to double this 
amount during 2015. Our marketing team 
is also determined to develop revenue 
streams based on our strong position. 

STRILEN
Editor-in-chief: Stig Erik Elliott
Place of issue: Knarvik, Norway
Frequency: 2 issues weekly
Total reach: 20,000
Users: 5,000 online
Editorial staff: 7
Editorial goals: Further digital develop-
ment. Launching live video streaming.
Pilot Project User Generated Content.
Pilot Project more effective print produc-
tion using Newspilot.

EDITORS REPORT
Launched digital strategy.
Integrated print and digital publishing.
Started video editing and publishing.
From 3,000 to 9,000 daily digital users. 

BYGDANYTT
Editor-in-chief: Hallvard Tysse, (resigned 
in October), Nils-Ove Støbakk, (acting 
Editor from October)
Place of issue: Indre Arna, Bergen,  
Norway
Frequency: Every Tuesday and Friday 
Total reach: 16,000
Circulation: 4,562
Users: 1,383, (mobile/tablet), December 
2014, 3,164, (desktop), December 2014
Print: 4,600
Editorial staff: 6, (incl. editor), 
5 from October

EDITORS REPORT 
Bygdanytt’s most significant challenge in 
2014 was the transition that followed the 
end of an era. In October, after 30 years 
as editor, Hallvard Tysse resigned. Having 
spent his entire career at Bygdanytt, Tysse 
felt it was time to move on. 

The news came as a surprise for staff, 
who had to prepare for a future without 
“Mr. Bygdanytt”. Tysse had a fundamental 
impact on both the newspaper and the 
local community for decades, and his 
departure resulted in several adjustments 
for Bygdanytt staff. Responsibilities had 
to be re-allocated, and sub-editor Nils-
Ove Støbakk stepped in as acting editor 
until a permanent replacement is found. 
Bygdanytt had to continue to develop 
regardless, however, and during the final 
months of the year, we took transforma-
tive steps towards becoming a modern 
newspaper with a growing focus on our 
online presence. 

VESTNYTT
Editor-in-chief: Elisabeth Netland
Place of issue: Straume, Sotra, Norway
Frequency: Twice weekly
Total reach: 17,000
Circulation: 11,720
Users: 6,000 users online and mobile
Editorial staff: 5
Editorial goals: We remain committed to 
developing our online products, and main-
taining our print readership. 

EDITORS REPORT
We improved our online presence through–
out the year. We now publish at least four 
or five stories digitally daily, up from two 
or three a week prior to our relaunch. The 
layout and design of the site were also 
improved, making it easier for readers to 
navigate. With just a few clicks, readers 
can upload photos, stories and comments. 
The new site has grown rapidly in popula-
rity: unique users have increased, and we 
also receive traffic from Bergens Tidende, 
(BT). When BT publishes content from 
Vestnytt, readers click directly to us – a 
key traffic driver. We had to lay off two 
reporters, meaning our editorial team is 
now five-strong. Marit Kalgraf takes over 
as Editor-in-chief this year; her challenge 
will be to produce more content with fewer 
reporters. 
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Bygdanytt
www.bygdanytt.noNr. 80  31. oktober 2014 63. årgang      Lokalavis for Arna og Osterøy             Laussal kr. 25,- 

SP
O
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fredag

Kampen fortsetter
ByrådssKifte forsinker avgjørel-
sen om hva som skal skje med 
svømmebassenget i Ytre Arna. 
FAU benytter pustehullet til å 
påvirke politikerne. side 4

stengjer reisemål
MyKing Bad måtte lukka dørene, 
ikkje lenge etter opninga. Lekka-
sjar og manglande kommunale 
søknadar skaper problem for 
nysatsinga. side 7

endeleg  
fast fastlege
dei Mange legevikarane på 
Osterøy har skapt irritasjon hjå 
mange pasientar dei seinare åra. 
Men betre tider er i vente. side 5

Hver uKe møtes rundt 20 ungdommer i Arna, utkledd som japanske tegneseriefigurer. Men for cosplayerne handler ikke 
fargede pupiller, sminke og fargerike kostymer bare om å kle seg ut. side 10-13

Bli med på korøvinga der  
songarane ikkje kan å syngja.

side 15-17

i morgen  
avgjøres det

Arnas svar på 
 Robin Hood

side 28

Bestillingservice: 

56 39 04 30 - 92 84 51 69 
 09.00 - 21.00 - Haus Sentrum

Mørkets
lekefyrster

Løssalg kr. 30,-
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Nr. 2 - 36. årgangLokalavisen for Askøy
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15. januar 2015

Uansvarlig lokalavis
__Nr. 103  |   20. september 2014  |   ÅrgaNg 26__Lokalavisa for Fjell, sund og Øygarden  

Laurdag
Laussal kr. 25
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__Nr. 103  |   20. september 2014  |   ÅrgaNg 26__

K U L T U R A K T U E L T

SKRUK til  
Foldnes kyrkje
Det blir orientalsk stemning i 
Foldnes kyrkje i dag når koret 
sKrUK framfører songar saman 
med syriakiske munkar.  SidE 13

Skilsmisse i  
øygardspolitikken
Høyre i Øygarden vil ikke ha noe 
med arbeiderpartiet å gjøre,  
etter at de ikke fikk støtte i  
idrettshallsaken.  SidE 4 og 5

SekkingStad  
Bilteknikk aS

Ditt lokale bilverksted.

-Nytt Bosch Car Serviceverksted

HAMMERSLAND
KAROSSERI
Alt innen bil/ 

bilskader.

Statoil-bygget i Skogsskiftet.

Tlf./fax: 56 31 77 50
Tlf. priv.: 56 33 72 99

TLF 932 09 600 / 478 91 234

Tlf. 98 69 44 77 - Skogedalsvegen 1, 5350 Brattholmen  
www.boschcarservice.no - post@sekkingstadbilteknikk.no 

Se alle kampanjetilbudene og vårens nyheter på www.flamme.no         Kampanjen varer til 27. september

NYHET
SPAR 
1 000,-TERMATECH 

TT20 BAZIC, NÅ FRA KUN 
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15 490,-

PEIS-
KUPP

Mye for pengene!

HØY KVALITET,
LAV PRIS!

inkl. standard montering

TOSHIBA 
SUTZUMI PLUSS 10, 
4800W, NÅ FRA 

LODDEFJORD: Kjøkkelvik, Nedbergeveien 9, 
loddefjord@varmefag.no

ÅSANE: Nordre Langarinden 5, 
asane@varmefag.no

Telefon 55 51 00 30

   Henter  
  farlig avfall
I neste uke kommer 
et nytt tilbud i Fjell.  
Fjellvar sender da en 
lastebil rundt om i 
bygdene for å samle 
inn farlig avfall.
 SidE 6

Flerital for bybane
I kultur- og ressursutvalet 
på fylket er det fleirtal for 
å dimensjonera den nye 
sotrabrua for bybane. men 
sjølve banen er heilt i det 
blå.  SidE 2

Gruppeleiar Tom Georg Indrevik  stadfestar 
at han ønskjer å bli ordførarkandidat for Fjell 
Høgre. Etter det Vestnytt forstår, er han ikkje 
den einaste utfordraren til posisjonen. 
 Arkivfoto: Marit Kalgraf 

Tom Georg Indrevik  
utfordrar Eli Berland 
som ordførarkandidat 
for Fjell Høgre i det 
komande kommune-
valet. 

Nominasjons- 
komiteen i partiet 
intervjuar no  
kandidatar til  
posisjonen som  
listetopp.   SidE 3

Indrevik
melder
seg på
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Lørdag

lørdag 15. november 2014 Nr. 266  •  Årgang 140  •  Løssalg kr. 30,-  •  www.fvn.no

Her er KrFs 
gruppeleder  
i  tjeneste for
Israels hær
I oktober var den profilerte KrF- 
politikeren i Kristiansand, Grete  
Kvelland Skaara, på frivillig oppdrag for 
det israelske forsvaret. Samtidig satt  
kollegene i bystyret og diskuterte  
årets budsjettforslag.  Nyheter Side 8-9-10

  Foto: JoN SoLSvik

Norske kristNe melder seg til tjeNeste

les i god helg
● Slektsforskning med vri
● Utslitt. Utkjørt. Utbrent
●Politisk bråkebøtte 

64
sider

sport Side 62

–  Jeg har ikke vært god nok

Nyheter Side 6

Agder får felles fylkesmann
Det blir felles fylkesmann for agderfylkene fra 2016. Det kan 
gi åpning for å slå fylkene sammen. 

Mons Ivar Mjelde erkjen-
ner at verken han eller 
spillerne har gjort jobben 
godt nok de to siste åre-
ne. Nå venter knallhard 
jobbing. 

Eivind Ljøstad,  
sjefredaktør

lørdagskommeNtar Side 28

 DGår det 
an å påstå 
at dårligere 
deadline vil 
gi en bedre 
avis?

Setesdalsveien 90, Kristiansand

Sørlandets største

merkeverksted på
Volkswagen.

RING

24 03 48 00
og avtal time!

TID FOR

EU-KONTROLL?

fæDRELANDSVENNEN

                KEY FIGURES  

Editor-in-chief: Eivind Ljøstad  
Place of issue: Kristiansand, Norway    
Channels & frequency: Desktop, mobile, tablet, six daily print editions, weekly 
 tablet app edition  
Total reach, (daily) 112,000  
Editorial staff 75    
Editorial budget MNOK 86   
    

              USERS    

Users mobile/tablet 28,000   
Users desktop 61,000  
Users TV/video N/A   
Users print 81,000  
Print circulation 34,065   
    

              GENDER AND AGE DEMOGRAPHIC   

Gender Mobile/tablet Desktop Print 
Female in per cent 47 46 52 
Male in per cent 53 54 48 
    
Age distribution  Below 20 20–39 40–59 Plus 60
Mobile/tablet in per cent 6 54 32 8
Desktop in per cent 6 36 38 21
Print in per cent 7  20  35  39 

   

The Fædrelandsvennen newsroom. 
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EDITORIAL GOALS AND 
PRIORITIES 2014
•	 Strengthen	data-driven	journalism
•	 Launch	new	youth	website
•	 Systematise	user-generated	content
•	 Launch	F+	app	for	tablets

As part of our redesign programme, we 
have worked to build up three pillars of 
our content: own production, user genera-
ted content and collaborative content.

Fædrelandsvennen aims to “Move Sør-
landet ”. Through our journalism we shall 
make our region a better place to live, and 
we shall reveal injustice.

We must admit that in 2014 we did not 
fulfil these aspirations as well as we had 
wanted, because we spent a lot of time 
and effort on restructuring.

HOW WE WORK  
Fædrelandsvennen places high value on 
the aspect of sources. In 2013 we laun-
ched an internal project with the aim 
of promoting more and more relevant 
sources in each article published. Another 
aspect of this project has been to enhance 
the use of female sources, which as of 
today does not reflect a proper balance.  
We have also interviewed external sources 
to register their assessment of how they 
were treated by our journalists. The pro-
ject as a whole has improved the quality of 
our journalistic activity. 

In general, Fædrelandsvennen makes use 
of both official sources and reader sour-
ces. Social media is inter alia made use of 
to get in touch with valuable reader sour-
ces, who often broaden the perspective 
on issues otherwise dominated by official 
sources.

Fædrelandsvennen primarily relies on 
open sources. Anonymous sources may be 
made use of in exceptional cases, where 
we publish information of critical value, 
which would otherwise not have been 
made known to the public. 

HOW WE WORK WITH DEBATE, 
COMMENTS BLOGS AND EDITORIALS
Fædrelandsvennen has an open attitude 
towards our surroundings. Our columns 
are open to our readers both online and 
on paper. We are experiencing a large 
influx of debate slots on paper, and a lot of 
activity online. We require the full name of 
our debaters and accepts only exception 
anonymous posts .

We have many external columnists 
who enrich our products.

We are also investing more in com-
ment journalism.

Fædrelandsvennen has extensive co- 
operation with other subscription news-
papers in Schibsted Norway.

Along with the co-operation we have 
with NTB and Nyhestgrafikk this fulfills 
our daily needs.

Locally, we look to co-operate with 
interesting partners in web design and  
web TV. 

COMPLAINTS TO THE NATIONAL 
PRESS COUNCIL 
Efforts to ensure the best possible 
editorial quality is an important part of 
the agenda for the Board of Editors of 
Fædrelandsvennen. Based on the national 
Code of Press Ethics, the editors have in 
co-operation with representatives of the 
staff formulated an internal document 
which has been distributed to all the staff, 
members. The document details the natio-
nal guidelines and specifies how journa-
lists and photographers are to behave in 
various situations, with regards to sources 
and the society in general. 

In addition, on a daily basis the editors 
conduct a thorough assessment of the 
products published during the previous 24 
hours. The evaluation takes the form of a 
morning meeting as well as an email to 
the members of the staff. Furthermore, 
the editors have organized several me-
etings with the staff on various methodo-
logical journalistic challenges.

Fædrelandsvennen was reported three 
times to the Press Complaints Commissi-
on in 2013. All cases were rejected before 
being forwarded to the Commission. 

METHODS CO-OPERATION ETHICS One of the participants in the “Sprek”-project  throws himself over the final 
line in FvN’s crosscounty-race “Hovden Tour”.
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INNOVATIONS
The most important product and editorial 
innovations in 2014:

LOKALSPORTEN.FVN.NO
A site for user-generated content on local 
sports. Set up as an experiment to test the 
following hypotheses: 1) Users are intere-
sted in writing stories for free; and  
2) readers are interested in stories written 
by other users. Both hypotheses are deemed 
valid after almost a year with experiments. 
The ultra local content is also highly share-
able on social media and we’re starting to 
see higher and higher traffic levels.

KRSBY.NO
A site about Kristiansand for younger 
readers between 28 and 30 years of age. 
The site was built for mobile and is experi-
menting with design and user experience. 
Furthermore, there’s been some expe-
riments on advertising formats, notably 
native advertising. Since the launch in 
early june, KRSby has built itself as a 
strong brand in the target group. The site 
has good traffic figures, but the challenge 
is to capitalise on that traffic.

FVN+
A tablet app called FVN+ was launched in 
August/September. We’re so far expe-
rimenting with a Sunday issue, but are 
discussing making it a daily issue in the 
future. The reception from our users has 
been a little bit lower than expected, with 
about 700–800 users per issue. Having 
said that, we’ve got some potential in the 
marketing of the app which we expect will 
create more use.

SøRLANDSPORTEN 
Some of the main municipalities in 
southern Norway do not have public post 
lists. This was an obstacle for our journa-
lists and many of our readers. We decided 
to do the job for the municipalities and 
made the post lists public. We’ve also 
added universities and other public institu-
tions. Now “Sørlandsporten” is a great tool 
for journalists and the public who want 
insight in public affairs.

(http://lisacache.fvn.no/open/)

PRINT PRODUCTION
We’ve isolated the print production, imple-
mented an earlier, deadline, (17.45), and 
reduced the resources on the print desk 
dramatically. Now the print desk produces 
the print issue from the content produced 
– in contrast to earlier when print set the 
agenda and ordered content from the edi-
torial side. This is done to make sure that 
we’re thinking digital first in all our stories.

AWARDS
“Best Photo of the Year” – Sørlandets 
Pressepris.

Awarded to: Tormod Flem Vegge
The jury wrote: “Sometimes one experien-
ce that pictures gives you something you 
didn’t expect. It’s like this with this picture. 
It’s all about being at the right place at the 
right time, and also have the ability to see 
something unique and different. A good 
example of the fact that it’s not always the 
most obvious that gives the best pictures 
and moments”.

“Spezial price” – Sørlandets Pressepris
Awarded to: Tarjei Leer-Salvesen, Atle 
Brandt and Jan Grytting

The jury wrote: “This year we did 
something special. We gave an award that 
was not amongst the nominees. 

This because we wanted to salute a speci-
al project witch has contributed to greater 
openness in the commune. When the 
commune no longer published it’s journals 
online, these journalists took matters in 
to their own hands, to the joy of the public 
and other journalists.”

Fædrelandsvennen’s circulation department out on a mission, on a stand in Vennesla. 
From the left: Roger Lian, Hilde Lunøe Nielsen and Sverre Johnsen.
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The year was a financially challenging one for  
Fædrelandsvennen, marked by major cost reductions  
and organisational changes. We realised early on that 
we had to initiate significant changes to adapt to future 
demands from our readers. In March, we launched our 
“Fædrelandsvennen Redesign” initiative, under which 
employees were encouraged to participate in a strategic 
process to challenge ourselves and how we work. “How 
would we work, and how would we organise ourselves 
had we started our newspaper today”, were typical ques-
tions asked.

Towards the end of the year, it was decided to shut-
down Fædrelandsvennen’s printing press. Our newspaper 
is now printed in Stavanger, which has had significant 
consequences for our print deadline, which has now been 
brought forward to 5:45 pm from the previous 11:10pm.

This process also led to the development of a new 
media house organisation, as well as a radically new 
publishing strategy. These major – but critical – changes 
resulted in staff cutbacks amounting to a third of our 
workforce in 2014. Fortunately, all these layoffs were 
achieved through voluntary redundancies.  

NEW YEAR, NEW STRATEGY 
In 2014, we started to work systematically with user- 
generated content. We set up a portal for local and  
regional sports, where clubs and athletes submit 
content on issues they are concerned about. This has 
been well received, and the content is driving increasing 
amounts of traffic to lokalsporten.fvn.no.

Our best news story in 2014 was about Norwegian 
Christians who do volunteer work for the Israeli milita-
ry. We revealed that a local Christian Democratic Party 
politician works in Israel, in an Israeli army uniform, in 
her spare time.

KEY GOALS AND CHALLENGES IN 2015
Throughout 2015, it will be of the utmost importance 
for us to continue to implement our redesign project. We 
will need to make bold choices, dare to try, and not be 
afraid of failure. This year, among other initiatives, we 
plan to develop our subscription model. We will expand 
our work with user-generated content, and take steps to 
grow our new Krsby and Linio initiatives. Commercially, 
we expect to exceed our digital budget targets.

Eivind Ljøstad
Editor-in-chief

       Fit for the future: 
creating a stronger 
organisation.

THE NEWSORGANISATION
REDESIGNING

Tone Sandberg and Sven Arthur Ljosland captured in a fierce discussion.
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Journalist: Tarjei Leer Salvesen 

http://www.fvn.no/lokalt/
Her-er-KrFs-gruppeleder-i-israelsk-uni-
form- 2709541.html    

 
http://www.fvn.no/nyheter/utenriks/Nor-
ske- frivillige-i-Israels-har-2708465.html  

THE STORY ABOUT SILJA
 Journalist: Anette Os

http://www.fvn.no/tema/godhelg/Siljas-
hap- mot-MS-2586393.html  

 
http://www.fvn.no/dagens_avis/sondag/ 
Na-kommer-Siljas-MS-behandling-til-Nor-
ge- 2672781.html 

This is what Annette Os wrote about her 
experience after the story was published: 
“A woman wearing a surgical mask comes 
running out from the Moscow hospital. She 
leaps into her husband’s arms, throwing 
her legs around his waist. Her shoes fall off. 
They hold each other tightly. Passers-by 
turn and stare. “It’s so good to see you,” she 
whispers. They haven’t seen each other sin-
ce she left Kristiansand to undergo a stem 
cell transplantation and chemotherapy for 
MS in Russia.

I was there when Silja Gaupseth Rykhus 
packed her suitcase in Tømmerstø. I was 
in the isolation ward in Russia and met her 
doctors. I was also there when she had 
her MRI scan in Kristiansand a few months 
later. The images showed no sign of new 
lesions, which is the first indication that 
the treatment was a success. Norwegian 
doctors who had advised against her going 
now changed their opinion. It was then 
announced that Norway would introduce 
stem cell transplantation as the new stan-
dard treatment for MS patients. The story 
about Silja was nominated for Sørlandets 
pressepris, (Sørlandet’s Press Award). 
However, it is the sight of the couple’s 
tender meeting outside the hospital that I 
will always remember.” 

SPREK
Journalist: Åge Harald Drangsholt.
This is the Sprek, (Fitness), project.

From among 158 applicants, we select 
three candidates to undergo a physical 
fitness training programme to prepare 
them for competing in the 62-kilome-
ter Palmerittet cycling race on 21 June. 
They are closely monitored by Jan Kåre 
Eriksen, (fitness coach), Tom R. Hansen, 
(fitness coach), Monica Klungland Torst-
veit, (sports nutrition expert), and Christina 
Sandvand Omfjord, (physiotherapist). The 
trio have undertaken to train three times 
a week. We publish their training program 
every week so that readers can also train 
along with the candidates. 

3 BEST PICTURES
THE NUPEN PARL
The twilight was especially beautiful Thurs-
day night, the day after Kjell Nupen pas-
sed away. Water has again startet to flow 
through the sculptures he created”.
Photo: Reidar Kollstad

FOG CRUISE
“On Tuesday, May the 20th, a strange thick 
fog came in over Kristiansand. I had just 
finished an assignment and was heading 
back to Fædrelandsvennen’s offices, when 
I got an urge to see the phenomenon from 
the top of Odderøya. At the top I got some 
magic minutes while the cruise ship Rotter-
dam was about to depart and sail through 
the sea of fog.”
Photo: Tormod Flem Vegge

THE ISRAEL SOLDIERS
“Norwegian Christians report for duty with 
Israeli armed forces. Fædrelandsvennen 
met them on a secret military base in Israel. 
Esther Wehus, Svein Brekke, Annemor 
Brekke, Helhe Jørn Stien and Anna  

Fidjeland in service as volunteers at an 
Israeli military logistics base close to the 
Syrian border. The tanks in the back-
ground have just arrived from combat 
missions in Gaza, and are being prepared 
for their next mission.”
Photo: Kjartan Bjelland

3 BEST STORIES 

The Nupen Parl

Fog cruise

The Israel soldiers

IN LAST MINUTE
Bjørn Markussen og Per Moseid

REAL ESTATE TV
Jon Anders Skau og Line Raaen 

MOTOR-TV
Jim Rune Bjorvand

3 BEST VIDEOS

NORWEGIAN POLITICAN IN 
ISRAELI UNIFORM
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LISTER
Editor-in-chief: Sveinung W. Jensen
Place of issue: Farsund, Norway
Frequency: Four days a week – Monday, 
Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday
Total reach: 13,000, (daily)
Users: 5,397/2,658 online and mobile
Editorial staff: 11

EDITORS REPORT 
From 2010 to the end of 2013, we lost  
10 per cent of our subscribers. In the same 
period, our web traffic exploded, and page 
views doubled a year after we launched 
Lister24 in January 2013. 

In May 2014, Lister and Lindesnes were 
the first dailies in Norway to reduce their 
print run to pave the way for the jump 
to digital. The reduction from six to four 
print days was made without lowering the 
subscription price. We also renamed our 
paper Lister, and replaced the 125-year-old 
Farsunds Avis logo. 

We launched a new online pay-wall, based 
on a freemium model, giving subscribers 
access to the print edition, the ePaper and 
all content on our website, Lister24. We 
put more than 70 per cent of our content 
behind the pay-wall, and improved our 
real-time news offering.

We also opened a TV studio, and our 
Christmas TV series went on to attract a 
record audience of 27,000. From being a 
traditional newspaper, with a print focus, 
we became an advanced media house 
almost overnight. 

Despite reducing our print editions, our 
subscriber numbers had edged higher by 
the end of the year. Almost 80 per cent of 
our subscribers are now registered as digi-
tal users. Few editors make the necessary 
cuts in print to improve their digital offering. 
We did, and to date, the results have been 
encouraging.

LINDESNES
Editor-in-chief: Fridtjof Nygaard
Place of issue: Mandal, 
Vest-Agder, Norway
Frequency: Twice weekly
Total reach: 5,400 daily
Circulation: 11,720
Users: 7,000 on digital platforms; 
13,000 print
Editorial staff: 10

EDITORS REPORT
The year was nothing short of revolutionary 
for Lindesnes. Our “Apollo” project – all 
digital first, online pay-wall content, a re-
duction in print editions to four a week, and 
a redesign of the print paper – launched in 
May. In three months we had brought over 
75 per cent of our customers to digital, and 
traffic to our mobile and desktop versions 
increased 45 per cent to 13.2 million.

We promoted our position as a local news 
provider, focused on producing quality news 
coverage, and acted aggressively to break 
stories. 

Lindesnes reporter Christina Quist was 
awarded the Sørlandet Journalism Award 
for Best Case for her work on the story 
of Faizullah Muradi, an interpreter with 
the Norwegian Army serving as part of 
the ISAF in Afghanistan, who was denied 
asylum in Norway. Veterans, public opinion 
and media pressure led to prime minister 
Erna Solberg reversing the decision and 
allowing him to stay. We launched the 
story, and were first with images, video and 
interviews.

There were setbacks, however, as our 
parent title, Fædrelandsvennen, reported 
losses of MNOK 60. This resulted in us cut-
ting staff numbers 30 per cent. However, 
we face 2015 invigorated and ready for 
future growth.

kRISTIANSANDS AVIS
Editor-in-chief: Birgitte Klækken
Place of issue: Kristiansand, Søgne, Sogn-
dalen and Vennesla, Norway
Frequency: Weekly
Circulation: 11,720
Total reach: 42,000
Users: 2,000 mobile/tablet; 2,000 desk-
top; 42,000 print
Editorial staff: 4

EDITORS REPORT
Kristiansand Avis had two primary goals in 
2014: maintain print subscriber numbers 
at 2013 levels while increasing reach; and 
improve our financial position. We achieved 
both goals – indeed it was our best year to 
date.

With the emergence of a rival print title, 
it was important to defend our position in 
the segment, which we duly did. 

The key drivers of our success have been 
the ability to follow the issues that our 
readers want to know about, our work to 
develop our profile as a “super-local” paper, 
and our decision to focus on digital deve-
lopment. We have launched a brand new 
online product and set up a new, free local 
site. 

Kristiansand Avis wants to take the 
number one position as an online product 
as well as in print. To keep our position as 
the preferred free super-local, our editor 
and reporters are focusing on developing 
quality products online and in print. The 
challenge is to do all this with the same 
resources as before the launch of the digital 
product.

In 2015, we will continue to identify 
optimal ways of working. We also plan to 
establish our website as the No. 1 go-to 
news source for people in Kristiansand, 
Søgne, Sogndalen and Vennesla. 

SøGNE OG SOGNDALENS BUDSTIkkE 
Editor-in-chief: Roar Vigeland Osmundsen
Place of issue: Søgne and 
Songdalen municipalities, Norway
Frequency: Weekly
Total reach: 12,000
Circulation: 3,023
Users: 2,000 users online and mobile
Editorial staff: 4, (incl. editor)
Editorial goals: Getting closer to readers 
and engage

EDITORS REPORT
In 2014, using our public journalism 

approach, we created forums where people 
could discuss the future of a village. A 
newspaper can provide forums for people to 
discuss issues: it is up to people to identify 
solutions, and our job to report it. 

We ran a six-part series covering the vil-
lage’s history, and what people feared from 
development. It ended in a town hall 

meeting with the aim of getting the parti-
es talking – which they did. The residents 
agreed to pay for fresh architectural plans, 
more in keeping with the character of the 
village. We published the first draft of the 
plans in November.

This is one example of the projects we 
have been running in recent years, where we 
make a difference by empowering people to 
take part in public life. And this is why we’ll 
be adopting a similar approach in forthco-
ming elections. Velgernes valg, (the Voters’ 
Election), will launch in April.

Our public journalism initiatives are  
part of a pioneering project started by the  
Norwegian Association for Local News-
papers, (LLA). The aim of the LLA’s Living 
Local Societies project, involving four 
newspapers, is to encourage engagement 
in public life. The Editor-in-chief’s book on 
public journalism was published in  
March 2015.
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SIDE 12 OG 13

Folkefesten
I strålende solskinn passerte Inge Kjørrefjord og
over 1.000 andre deltakere mållinjen på Torvet
under årets Farsund Maraton. Planleggingen 
for neste år har allerede begynt.

Jeg vil og tro at 
et og annet medlem i
Rotary Farsund har
gjort noe dumt en
gang?
KJETIL NORDVIK I LESERBREV 
SIDE 8

“

Gutte-
duell 
FILs guttelag
anno 1973 møtte
klubbens nåvæ-
rende G-14-lag i
Kjørestad lørdag
ettermiddag. Det
ble tøffe dueller
mellom blant an-
dre Kjell Hansen
(t.v.) og Henrik
Holmen.

SIDE 14 OG 15

Vil ikke dempe
vindmøllestøyen 
SIDE 4 OG 5
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Nr 3 Onsdag 21. januar 2015  |  16. årgang  |  Løssa lg kr 25. -   |  bsnet t .no  |  V i  tar  pu lsen  på bygda

30 Tulipaner

169,-
Sangvik / Tlf: 38 05 03 22 
Man - fre: 09 - 17 - Lør: 09 - 16

Kåre Larsen
Handelsgartneri
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Ny 
bolig?
TLF. 470 21 668

n Signert. 3 n Håndball i tre 
bygder. 31–32

n Ann Beate 
Tempelhaug. 4–5

Vaksine mot 
værsyke

Hånd-
ballfest

Blikk for  
øyeblikket

Bomfri 
    handel

Gode tilbud 
fra side 22

SUPERPRIS Str. 4  104 stk. Str. 5  96 stk. Str. 6  88 stk.
LIBERO VALUEBOX

Pris pr. bleie fra
0,95 til 1.13

Innholdet tilsvarer 4 Libero enkeltpakker
Normalt får du hver 4. Liberopakke gratis gjennom Bleieavtalen. Bleieavtalen gjelder 
imidlertid ikke for disse boksene. Gjelder så langt beholdningen rekker og kun til 
private husholdninger. Maks. 2 pr. kunde.

9900pr. box

Hvordan kjøre i den nye rundkjørin
ge

n?

Bakken 
på topp
 
n JA: Bakken til 
Nodelandsheia er 
på topp i ny priori-
teringsliste, men 
det mangler penger. 
Dette haster, sier 
velforeningen. Side 7 

Håp for bekken
n E39: Håpet om å 
bevare Rosselands-
bekken når ny E39 
bygges ut, er større 
enn noen gang. Side 8

Unge gründere
n SAmling: Hotell 
under vann? Ung-
domsskoleelever 
ga sine gründerfor-
slag fredag. Side 19

Åpnet på  
Tangvall
n klAr: Campino 
er Tangvalls nye 
restaurant. Side 20

n ???: Hvordan skal vi kjøre i den nye rundkjøringen på Tangvall,  
særlig hvis vi kommer fra vest? Også ekspertene er usikre. Side 15
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 Boligmarkedet NYHETER 1. DEL side 4-5
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 Sju visninger, 

 ingen bud 
hhHelt siden august i fjor har Heidi og Thomas 

Fredriksen forsøkt å selge leiligheten på Rennesøy.
hhVerken prisavslag eller visninger har hjulpet. 

GAUSEL KAN  
FÅ NORGES 
HØYESTE  
HUS

LOKAL 2. DEL  
SIDE 2-3

STATOIL TAPTE ARBEIDSRETTSSAK
En kvinnelig Statoil-ansatt på 

Kårstø nektet å følge med  
på lasset da Statoil overførte 

en del av tjenestene til et  
annet selskap. Nå har retten 

gitt henne medhold.  

ØKONOMI 1. DEL SIDE 16-17

Oslo  
Plaza er  

117 meter 
høyt.  

Forus- 
porten  

ved Gausel 
stasjon kan 

bli 118.
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STAVANGER AfTENBLAD

                KEY FIGURES  

Editor-in-chief: Lars Helle  
Place of issue: Stavanger    
Channels & frequency: Desktop, web TV, mobile, one daily print and paid 
 tablet edition 
Total reach, (daily) 214,000  
Editorial staff 115    
Editorial budget MNOK 130  
    

              USERS    

Users mobile 69,000   
Users desktop 116,000  
Users TV/video 5,000,000 views    
Users print 145,000  
Circulation 58,544    
    

              GENDER AND AGE DEMOGRAPHIC   

Gender Mobile/tablet Desktop Print 
Female in per cent 44 44 51 
Male in per cent 56 56 49 
    
Age distribution  Below 20 20–39 40–59 Plus 60
Mobile 5,000 29,000 24,000 4,000
Desktop/tablet 7,000 42,000 49,000 17,000
Print 12,000 29,000 58,000 53,000

Editorial Report, Stavanger Aftenblad:  
http://multimedia.aftenbladet.no/html/aarsrapport/2014/
   

“Content is king” defined the Stravanger Aftenblad’s newsroom in 2014.
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Stravanger Aftenblad created an app in 2014 
which monitors road traffic. 

EDITORIAL GOALS AND 
PRIORITIES 2014
Content counts – whether on digital plat-
forms or in print. “Content is king” defined 
2014, as it will in 2015. 

More content, better content, more 
platforms and higher speed in the deve-
lopment processes were important issues 
in 2014.

We have the content, but during 2014 
we understood more and more that we 
had to be better to curate it. How and 
when we should share it in social media, 
how to discuss it with our readers, when 
to use video and what time of the day is 
the best time for publication were new 
questions to answer for our staff.

HOW WE WORK  
As a traditional media house, we have  
meetings in the morning for both long-term 
and short-term planning, and for evaluation 
of our products. The difference is that we 
now start and end the meetings with dis-
cussions about our digital platforms. 

All the editorial staff are admitted to a 
simple google document which contains a 
log over our main stories, whether they are 
accompanied by pictures/videos, when they 
shall be published, if they shall be shared in 
social media and if there are other channels 
we shall seek distribution in, (through natio-
nal broadcast services etc.).

Stavanger Aftenblad deals with all kind 
of sources. They are treated according to 
the regulations in the Code of Ethics in the 
Norwegian press. In special cases we deal 
with anonymous sources, for example when 
it conflicts with source protection. 

HOW WE WORK WITH DEBATE, 
COMMENTS BLOGS AND EDITORIALS
The editorials are discussed and decided 
in a daily meeting between 4–5 editorial 
writers. The sub-editors on the front page, 
the debate executives and the editorial 
writers are in continuous contact with 
each other to keep the debate actual and 
connected to our op-eds, editorials and 
our news stories. We work hard to get 
well writing bloggers with local and actual 
perspectives into our universe.

CO-OPERATION
Our main office is in Stavanger, and we 
also have offices in Oslo, Sandnes, Bryne, 
Egersund and Jørpeland. Through co-
operation with the Danish daily newspaper 
“Politiken”, we get access to stories from 
correspondents in 12 countries all over the 
world.

We also have a well functioning 
co-operation with Norwegian sister media 
houses Fædrelandsvennen, Bergens  
Tidende, Aftenposten and Adresseavisen.

There were five complaints against 
Stavanger Aftenblad to The Norwegian 
Press Complaints Commission. The media 
house was convicted only once, in a highly 
debated case.

The commission said that an author of 
a local history book should have had the 
right to give simultaneous reply when he 
was criticised in an article about the book.

LEGAL MATTERS
There have been no legal complaints 
against Stavanger Aftenblad in editorial 
matters during 2014.

AWARDS
Schibsted Awards: Best scoop, “Jonny’s 
chances”. Hestenesprisen: Leif Tore Lindø

Best news story in South Rogaland: 
“Jonny’s chances”

RAR’s prize of transperancy: Hans 
Petter Aass, Rune Vandvik og Thomas 
Ergo.

Norwegian ministry of Culture’s  
human rights prize: “Jonny’s chances”

European Newspaper Awards:  
7 design prizes in different categories.

In 2014, Stavanger Aftenblad created the 
app “Min trafikk”, which is a service that 
monitors the traffic situation in the region 
on a live basis. Colour codes on a map des-
cribe whether there is a jam or the traffic 
is smooth. Web cameras cover the most 
important traffic hubs, there is a news 
feed about the weather and the traffic 
situation, it’s possible to report incidents, 
and the parking companies report about 
parking areas with spaces.

Stavanger Aftenblad’s paper edition 
has always been published six days a 
week. When launching the A+ app in Sep-
tember, we started to publish pre-edited 
products seven days a week. Stavanger 
Aftenblad became a Sunday newspaper. 
A+ was also published every day during 
the Christmas holiday.

In cooperation with our colleagues in  
Bergens Tidende we launched the busi-
ness site sysla.no in April 2014. sysla.no 
focus on the most important industries 
on the southwestern coast of Norway and 
have journalists situated both in Stavanger 
and Bergen.

Stavanger Aftenblad was also the first 
Norwegian newspaper using its Snap- 
chat account to distribute news. “Thumb 
news” has already been a success with 
thousands of young people in the region.

METHODS ETHICS INNOVATIONS
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Last year was the 200th anniversary of the Norwegian 
Constitution, and yet again speeches were made about 
the importance of openness, democracy and the free-
dom of speech. However, 2014 was also marked by the 
discovery of serious and repeated violations of Norway’s 
Freedom of Information Act. 

Stavanger Aftenblad’s discovery of illegal confiden-
tiality practices in municipalities in Rogaland county 
triggered wider investigations, which revealed a problem 
on a national scale. Aftenbladet’s investigation showed 
that the chief executive of Stavanger local authority 
rejected 99 per cent of citizens’ complaints made to the 
authority. Officials always followed the chief executive’s 
decisions, and neither the public nor the media were 
granted access to documents or information relating to 
these decisions.

In 2014, 118 articles were published under headlines 
of transparency and freedom of information. Unlawful 
practice was unveiled in three cases, and further enqui-
ries led to discoveries of similar practice in 106 of the 
140 local authorities approached. In the process, experts 
examined hundreds of complaints, and surveyed leading 
local politicians.

RIPPLE EFFECT
The articles published last year, had a ripple effect that 
extended far beyond the first local council office investiga-
ted. The initial discoveries stopped a whistle-blower from 
being reprimanded and another from losing his job. They 
also provoked the mass-publication of documents that 
until then, had been kept unlawfully secret. Furthermore, 
groups of citizens whose rights have been infringed are 
planning to take legal action – something that they never 
would have considered. Some sixty local authorities are 
reviewing their routines and taking steps to ensure that 
they conform with the law. 

These cases are a timely reminder of the relevance 
of investigative journalism; of the media as an important 
factor in the balance of power – locally as well as natio-
nally – and how this critical freedom needs to be exerci-
sed, perhaps especially in areas of society where rights 
and freedoms are taken for granted. 

KEY GOALS AND CHALLENGES FOR 2015
Despite downsizing staff numbers overall, Stavanger  
Aftenblad has already strengthened its group of investigati-
ve reporters this year. 

We also believe that 2015 will be a year of content – content 
in a modern, digital package. It will also be a year of more 
immediate news exchange, involving users and newsroom 
staff in new ways of distributing local news and information. 
Web TV will be an increasingly important element of con-
tent generation, with the smartphone being the preferred 
device among our users. So 2015 will be a year of content, 
but content made for mobile devices.

Lars Helle
Editor-in-chief

      2015 will be a year 
of content – content 
made for mobile.

Lars Helle, Editor-in-chief of Stavanger Aftenblad, belives that 2015
 will be a year of content – in a modern, digital package.

COMPROMISED 
TRANSPARENCY 

CONSTITUTIONAL CELEBRATIONS, 
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3 BEST PICTURES
CRUISE-CARzY
The number of tourists from cruise ships 
has risen for the country as a whole, but 
Stavanger is where it has risen most. 
Photographer Jon Ingemundsen took this 
photo in connection with the story. 

PEDAL POWER
Thousands of cyclists took part in the 
Nordsjørittet bike race from Eigersund to 
Sandnes. Aftenbladet filmed the race from 
both the ground and the air. 
Photographer Jarle Aasland took this photo. 

SPORTING GLORY
Stavanger Oilers won the 2014 national 
championship title. This sweet taste of 
victory was captured by photographer 
Fredrik Refvem. 

STATOIL OUTSOURCES 350 JOBS
While senior politicians and business 
leaders gathered at the Sola Strand Hotel, 
Statoil’s management were holding a 
secret meeting. Behind a wall of silen-
ce, they decided the fate of 350 Statoil 
employees and the outsourcing of jobs to 
low-cost countries. CEO Helge Lund decli-
ned to comment on the decision when 
Aftenposten met him, but several 

independent sources confirmed the deci-
sion, which was one of Stavanger  
–Aftenblad’s main stories in 2014. 

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE  
NOKAS MILLIONS?
Ten years after the Nokas robbery, the 
biggest in Norwegian history during which 
a police officer was killed, 

Stavanger Aftenblad put the spotlight on 
the course of events and on the where–
abouts of the proceeds of the robbery. 
The newspaper used a modern digital long 
read concept and a range of storytelling 
techniques, and the story was treated in 
all channels and from different perspec-
tives. 

SEE THE DEVELOPMENT OF  
THE AGNES STORY
Agnes Elisabeth Müller was reported as 
missing by her husband. It later turns out 
that he had murdered his wife and dum-
ped her body in the Lyse fjord. Aftenbladet 
followed the story closely. Among other 
things, the newspaper created graphic and 
digital time lines to illustrate the story for 
its readers. 

3 BEST STORIES 

Cruise-crazy

Pedal power

Sporting glory
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Nr. 272
Torsdag
2. oktober
2014
Uke 40
Kr. 20,00

● SIDE 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 og SPORTEN SIDE 2, 3, 4, 6 og 7

● SIDE 14 og 15
● SIDE 16 og 17

VERDENS GANG

                KEY FIGURES  

Editor-in-chief: Torry Pedersen  
Place of issue: Oslo    
Channels & frequency: Print, TV, mobile, tablet
Total reach, (daily) 2,367,000 
Editorial staff 253, (VGTV: 59)   
Editorial budget MNOK 354  
    

              USERS    

Users mobile/tablet 1,221,000   
Users desktop 1,964,000, (vg,no)   
Users TV/video 410,000   
Users print 483,000  
Print circulation 138,188   
    

              GENDER AND AGE DEMOGRAPHIC   

Gender Mobile/tablet Desktop Print 
Female in per cent 40, (Mobile) 44 44 
Male in per cent 60, (Mobile) 56 56 
    
Age distribution  Below 20 20–39 40–59 Plus 60
Mobile/tablet in per cent 13 25.5 15.5 3
Desktop in per cent 11 20 17.5  7.5                   
Print in per cent 11 12 16 17.5
TV in per cent 20 23.5                          12 4.5 

Editorial Report, Verdens Gang: http://innsiden.vg.no/
 

The VG newsroom: all VG’s editorial platforms are gathered around the 
real-time desk. Photo: Fredrik Solvang. 
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The high ambitions both digital and linear, demanded an upscale  
of the current staff, infrastructure and technology in VG.

METHODS 
EDITORIAL GOALS AND 
PRIORITIES 2014
We continue to pursue our goals of being 
the preferred site for news, sport, enter-
tainment, andpopula debate, and to lead 
the way in the digital revolution that be-
sets our profession. 2014 was the year in 
which VG’s editorial department became 
fully digital. We fulfilled our social mission 
by reporting several revealing and  
agenda-setting stories. Moreover, we 
almost reached our goal of becoming 
Norway’s most cited media house, second 
only to NRK, (Norwegian Broadcasting 
Corporation).

We invested considerable resources 
on establishing a linear TV channel. More 
than 60 employees work to provide conti-
nual TV transmissions from early morning 
to midnight.
  
HOW WE WORK
VGs staff produced approximately 75 per 
cent of the content published on VG Nett 
in 2014. The editorial content on other 
platforms has not been systematically 
measured, but we estimate staff produc-
tion to be 85–90 per cent. The rest is pro-
vided by NTB, (Norwegian News Agency), 
other news/photo agencies, freelancers, 
and readers . The media house received 
140,000 tips and leads from readers. 
We published 7,300 readers’ letters, text 
messages and debate articles in the print 
newspaper, and close to three million 
online.

We are proud of the fact that we pro-
duce more journalism with fewer staff, 
and that we manage to maintain quali-
ty and balance our resources between 
continuous news reporting and more 
demanding investigative projects. This is 
possible thanks to skilled and committed 
journalists, tight control with short lines 
of command and tough prioritizing by 
supervisors. Our journalists are trained in 
searching for information in both digital 
and analogue sources, and when we first 
look at an issue, we gather information 
systematically with a view to making use 
of it on all our publishing platforms.

Source criticism and ethical conside-
rations hold a central place in the way we 
plan, practice, and publish our journalism. 
Our general principle is that each case 
must have multiple sources so that both 
facts and claims can be verified, quality- 
assured and balanced. When only one 
source is available, we take extra precau-
tions and set other restrictions. Criticism 
and other types of attacks on individuals, 
companies or institutions trigger the right 
of reply. We continually work on finding 
open sources, and exercise extra caution 
when we have to rely on anonymous ones. 
For example, we have a rule that anony-
mous sources are not allowed to voice 
negative personal characterizations or 
criticism against named individuals.

The newspaper is edited in compliance 
with Norwegian law and the principles 
established by the Norwegian Press Asso-
ciation. VG complies with the Ethical Code 
of Practice, the Editorial Code, and its own 
regulations as laid down in “God VG-skikk”, 
(Guidelines for VG Editorial Staff).

VG is assessed both inside our depart-
ments/units and via the daily meeting 
where the Editor-in-chief deals out praise 
and criticism and gives important updates 
and direction for the media house and all 
its staff, both editorial and non-editorial. 
The minutes from these meetings are po-
sted on the intranet to make them availa-
ble to staff members who are traveling or 
who work in our regional offices.

HOW WE WORK WITH DEBATE
We place considerable weight on stimula-
ting reader engagement in debates, both 
in the comment fields for articles and in 
VG Debatt. We monitor the debates using 
moderators, and remove inappropriate 
comment as soon as we become aware of 
them. Occasionally we remove comments 
fields when debates go off the track by 
making personal attacks on individuals 
and taking off in other undesirable direc-
tions. We have also barred several indivi-
duals from taking part in debates for not 
observing the rules.

VG places emphasis on good com-
ments on the leader pages, news pages, 
(comments on important topical events), 
Sport, Rampelys, (“Limelight”), and the 
consumer pages. We have a dedicated 
comments department that provides 
a continuous flow of comments in all 
genres and formats, both online and in 
print. Moreover, we have engaged regular 
external writers for, among other things, 
the commentary articles on pages 2–3 in 
the Sunday edition.

We also use bloggers wherever they 
can contribute to enhancing special pro-
jects like MinMote, godt.no, etc.

CO-OPERATION
VG has formal co-operation agreements 
with Swedish Aftonbladet, Danish Ekstra-
Bladet and seven media houses in Polaris, 
the Harstad Tidende group in northern 
Norway. We have also cooperated regularly 
with other local newspapers around the 
country for many years. VGTV is currently 
cooperating with Elvebakken upper secon-
dary school in Oslo, which provides referen-
ce groups to evaluate transmissions from 
the viewpoint of young, critical eyes.

ETHICS 
VG was reported to the Press Compla-
ints Commission 31 times in 2014. Three 
complaints were upheld for breach of the 
Ethical Code of Practice and one resulted 
in a reprimand.

CASE 319/13: Complaint upheld for 
breach of section 4.6 of the Ethical Code 
of Practice VG quoted TV2 on an article 
reporting that a police investigation had 
begun after a 21-year-old woman died in 
a mosque in Oslo. The death was linked 
to exorcism, and the Press Complaints 
Commission found that VG’s identifying 
the women placed a burden on her family 
that “was not justified by any public need 
to know the identity of the woman.”

CASE 327/13: Complaint upheld for 
breach of section 4.6 of the Ethical Code 
of Practice, which deals with showing 
consideration to relatives. 

The case dealt with a big story on people 
who had died at sea, in which we mentio-
ned a three-year-old girl. The complaint 
was upheld because we omitted to notify 
the child’s biological father prior to run-
ning the story.

CASE 342/13: Complaint upheld for 
breach of section 3.2 of the Ethical Code 
of Practice because a commentary about 
a parking fine failed to mention that 
the company running the car park had 
meanwhile commented on the story and 
had refuted the car owner’s account. The 
decision was passed with dissenting votes 
by three representatives of the press 
sitting on the commission.

CASE 084/14: The Press Complaints 
Commission found that VG acted in breach 
of section 4.5 of the Ethical Code of Prac-
tice and reprimanded us for failing to also 
publish the fact that the charge against 
the plaintiff had been dropped in the print 
version of the newspaper. The dropping of 
the case had been mentioned online, but 
the Press Complaints Commission found 
that this should also have been mentioned 
in the print version because the charge 
had been widely covered there.
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PICTURE OF THE YEAR
Winner: News
Winner: Documentary, Domestic 
Winner: Documentary Video of the Year
Winner: Sports Feature
2nd place: Portrait
2nd place: Documentary Video of the Year 
3rd place: Sports Feature
3rd place: Sport Action 
Honorable mention: Documentary, national
WAN-IFRA European Digital Media Awards 
Winner: Best Outstanding New Project: 
godt.no
Winner: Best Reader Engagement:  World 
Chess Championship 2013
Honorable mention: Best Digital Visualiza-
tion Project and Best Tablet Publishing

WEBBY AWARDS 
Official Honoree: Events & Webcasts/Online 
Film & Video:   
World’s Longest Interview.

MEDIA AWARDS 2014
National Online Newspaper of the Year: vg.no
Best Innovative Entry: Coverage of World 
Chess Championship
Web TV Story of the Year: Aldri dømt
Magazine of the Year: VG Helg
Magazine Cover of the Year: En fot i helvete
Magazine Page of the Year: Superhackeren
Newspaper Front Cover of the Year: Death of 
Mandela

MEDIA COMPANIES
Female Media Leader of the Year: Jane 
Throndsen, Editor-in-Chief, VG
Female Media Leader Talent: Camilla Bjørn, 
Department Manager

SCHIBSTED JOURNALISM AWARDS 
Best Innovative Entry: Live coverage of 
World Chess Championship 2013

ONLINE NEWS ASSOCIATION AWARDS
Best in Planned News/Events: Coverage of 
World Chess Championship 2013

WORLD DIGITAL MEDIA AWARDS
Best in Reader Engagement: Coverage of 
World Chess Championship 2013
Best in Outstanding New Product: godt.no

SCANDINAVIAN NEWS DESIGN
eIGHT awards: “Eventyret om Soria Moria” 
won first prize for digital storytelling and 
gold in the storytelling/feature category. 

EUROPEAN NEWSPAPER AWARDS
Prize in the category Sectional Front Page, 
Nationwide Newspaper Sports’s cover on 
Petter Northug’s drink-driving episode
Prize in the category “Nelson Mandela”
Two prizes in the category “Magazines”

VGTV GOES LINEAR
VGTV was spun off as wholly owned 
subsidiary of Verdens Gang AS in October 
2013, to be able to have full focus and a 
necessary investment pace to gain a lar-
ger position in the rapidly expanding online 
video market. The main strategy is digital, 
but in May 2014, we signed an agreement 
with Canal Digital to launch VG as tra-
ditional linear news- and current affairs 
TV-channel in November 2014. Packeting 
already made content with live broadcasts 
– the linear channel meant increasing our 
distribution to a new platform as well as 
gaining access to a second business model 
besides advertising revenues, namely 
distribution revenues. 

The high ambitions both digital and 
now linear demanded an upscale of the 
current staff, mainly editorial personnel 
as news anchors, producers and video 
journalists. Together with investments in 
infrastructure and technology this meant 
a significant increase in our capabilities of 
live coverage, resulting in a doubling of live 
transmission the last quarter, and a 30% 
increase for the year as whole. The fire in 
Lærdal, the crisis in Ukraina, the outbreak 
of Ebola, a new terror threat in Norway 
and the missing Malaysian Airlines flight 
are some of the stories that were heavily 
covered. Other important live events inclu-
ded the Winter Olympics, Norway Chess, 
the World Cup in Brasil and the World 
Championship of Chess.

The linear channel was launched on 
November 8th with a 50% reach in the 
Norwegian market. The first two weeks 
were mainly filled with the World Chess 
Championship giving the channel a very 
good start. Digitally the effect was even 
more significant, with a 20% increase in 
both unique viewers and video views.

VGTV also continued to focus on enter-
tainment for a young target group – espe-
cially within documentaries and docuse-
ries, acquiring more than 40 international 
titles including award winning titles like 
“Searching for Sugar Man” and original 
series like “Oljebarna“, a series portray-
ing life growing up in one of the richest 
countries in the world – attracting almost 
300,000 views per episode.

INNOVATIONS AWARDS

VGTV was launched in November.
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We live in the golden age of the customer. Never before 
has it been better or easier to be a media user. Informa-
tion has become independent of time and space. It went 
from scarcity to overabundance. You no longer have to be 
present at a given time to follow your favourite TV show. 
Local news is no longer limited by geography: Breaking 
news from VG can be found with a simple keystroke 
whether you’re in Cape Town or Trysil. News now even 
finds you, just as often as you find it.

What’s happening is that capitalism works: Established 
systems are being destroyed by more effective structures. 
And while the advantages are obvious for consumers, the-
se changes pose fundamental challenges for those – like 
us – who have thrived under the established systems.

THE CHOICE IS YOURS
VG’s approach to this is to be as agnostic as possible about 
how content is consumed: Customer preferences always 
win in the long run anyway. That’s why we’re working more 
than ever with distributing our content on social media. We 
encourage people to download our apps, so that we 
can send them push notifications about big news stories. 

Do you want to listen to our interviews as podcasts, 
watch them on TV or read them in our weekend maga-
zine? The choice is yours. Do you prefer print, a small 
mobile screen or a big TV screen? You choose. VG’s con-
tent is there for you however you want to consume it.

In financial terms, our biggest investment in 2014 
was a renewed push towards video. Why? Because in the 
fundamental transformation of the media business, it 
won’t be possible to survive by just putting aside money 
for a rainy day. It’s already pouring.

CRUMBLING BUSINESS MODELS, BURGEONING 
OPPORTUNITIES
Traditional business models are crumbling. Earnings 
from print are in an unstoppable downward spiral, while 
digital advertising volumes are expanding, putting nega-
tive pressure on prices. This too is capitalism at work. 
The flip side is that we now have more ways to touch 
readers than ever before; so many that we can’t even 
call them readers anymore. They are readers, listeners, 
viewers and users. In short, they’ve become consumers.  

This is a great opportunity where what will divide winners 
from losers is the ability to bring news first, presented 
and told in engaging ways. And even in a time where big 
data, algorithms and aggregation are buzzwords, being on 
location with eyes and ears is still fundamental for enga-
ging reporting. This is true whether you’re covering school 
bullying or the Ebola outbreak in West Africa. For many, 
it’s reassuring that this part of our business is unlikely to 
ever experience a “Brave New World” – at least not until 
drones learn to speak!

Torry Pedersen
Editor-in-chief

         Never before has 
it been easier to be a 
media user.

 THE CONSUMER
THE GOLDEN AGE Of 

Torry Pedersen, Editor-in-chief, says: “VG’s content is 
there for you however you want to consume it.”
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3 BEST STORIES 
ODIN’S STORY 
Odin Olsen Andersgård took his own life, 
only 13 years old. He had been bullied for 
most of his school life. Although he spoke 
out on several occasions, the torment 
never stopped: “There’s no point spea-
king out because they do nothing about it 
anyway,” said Odin. His mother expressed 
her anguish and grief through VG, and the 
story generated a massive response. The 
mother of another victim of bullying took 
the initiative to arrange a torchlight pro-
cession that drew 4,000 people onto the 
streets of Oslo. VG told the story on mul-
tiple platforms: the Saturday magazine VG 
Helg, an integrated digital special feature 
online, and a TV documentary that gripped 

the Norwegian public. Publication of the 
story has had several repercussions: two 
of the schools Odin attended were put un-
der review, and the Minister of Education 
and Research has promised to do more to 
help the 17,000 Norwegian children being 
bullied in Norwegian schools.

http://www.vg.no/spesial/2014/odin/ 

http://www.vgtv.no/#!/video/103204/
dokumentar-odins-historie

ROAD REPORTS
VG revealed that the Norwegian Public 
Roads Administration held back reports on 
traffic accidents. Neither the relatives, the 
police nor the courts were given access to 
reports that revealed conditions that may 
have had significance for both the cause 
and extent of road accidents. 

After the stories were published, the 
Government set up a commission to 
investigate the administration’s procedu-
res and the consequences they may have 
had for previous sentences handed down 
in connection with traffic accidents. All 
accident analysis reports are now presen-
ted in court as a matter of procedure. This 
recently led to a young man being acqu-
itted of road death. The Director of Public 
Prosecutions said “what VG uncovered 
cannot be allowed to continue.”

http://www.vg.no/spesial/2014/
de-hemmeligholdte-ulykkesrapportene/

http://www.vg.no/nyheter/innenriks/
vegvesenets-ulykkesrapporter/vegve-
senethemmeligholderulykkesrappor-
ter-for-de-etterlatte/a/10122814/

COVERAGE OF THE OLYMPICS
The definitive breakthrough for the “digi-
tal first” policy in connection with a major 
sports event. Continuous delivery to all 
channels from morning to night – with pas-
sion and enthusiasm. The speed of digital 
journalistic coverage proved an overwhel-
ming success with readers. VG Sporten 
also provided an excellent warm-up to the 
Games with spectacular interviews with for-
mer Olympicheroes. The classic VG move of 
letting Olympic stars design their own front 
page for VG also proved to be a memorable 
feature in our Olympic coverage.

http://direkte.vg.no/studio/vin-
ter-ol-2014-2  

http://www.vgtv.no/#!/video/78070/
se-hoeydepunktene-fra-vgtvs-ol-sendinger

3 BEST PICTURES
BLUE BIRTHDAY
Two of Norways most powerful women 
celebrating one year in office for the blue-
blue government. Prime minister Erna 
Solberg, (left), and minister of finance, Siv 
Jensen, insisted to go to a construction 
site in Oslo – and not a kindergarten – 
when VG asked them to mark the day with 
helmets, balloons and cake – all in blue. 
Photo: Helge Mikalsen

HOMES IN THE STREAM
200 people were evacuated and several 
houses destroyed and washed out into the 
river last October, when a big flood hit the 
internationally known tourist village of 
Flåm in Aurland, western Norway.  
Photo: Helge Mikalsen 

SqUARE OF DEATH  
The Independence Square of Kiev – Mai-
dan – became a battlefield when protestors 
were met by police fire February 20. Several 
protestors were killed, and the occupied 
square left in ruins after the severe clashes. 
Photo: Harald Henden

http://www.vg.no/nyheter/utenriks/
ukraina/janukovitsj-tilbyr-opposisjo-
nen-statsministerjobb/a/10121039/

Blue Birthday

Square of death

Homes in the stream

LIVE FROM MAIDAN 
http://www.vg.no/nyheter/utenriks/ukraina/
slik-utkjempes-kampen/a/10129736/

VG reported live when the famous 
Maidan sqare in Kiev exploded in flames and 
violence as activists clashed with Ukrainian 
forces in February 2014.

WHEN AILIN KISSED LARS 
http://www.vgtv.no/#!/video/80932/da-ailin-
kysset-lars

A touching documentary that follows a 
very young couple through four seasons. The 
film documents the unique bond between 

the two young lovebirds, and everyone is im-
pressed at the thoughtful answers they give 
to eternal questions about the nature of love. 
 
A BULLYING VICTIM CONFRONTS 
HER PAST 
http://www.vgtv.no/#!/video/103407/opp-
gjoeret

A video documenting one of life’s major 
confrontations, as Margit revisits her child-
hood years, meets her old school and teach-
ers and the classroom she remembers with 
fear. Strikingly honest and well produced. 

3 BEST VIDEOS
Nr. 128
Søndag
11. mai
2014
Uke 19

Kr. 20,00
Dørsalg kr. 20,00

LØRDAG 8. NOVEMBER 2014

Odin ble bare 13 år.

6 6 Søndag9.november2014

SøndagSøndag

AURSKOG (VG) De valgte 
å være åpne om sønnens
død. Odins mamma håper 
i fremtiden å kunne snak-
ke om mobbing til lærere
og elever.
I går fortalte VG historien om Odin Ol-
sen Andersgård, som bare ble 13 år gam-
mel. Odin ble mobbet på to skoler. Han
sa ifra flere ganger, men følte selv at
han aldri ble hørt.

19. mars i år tok Odin sitt liv.
– Jeg lovet å gjøre alt jeg kunne for at

han skulle ha det bra. Nå skal jeg fort-
sette den kampen for andre barn, i
hans ånd og i hans navn, sier Odins
mamma, Katrine Olsen Gillerdalen da
VG møter henne hjemme i Aurskog i
går kveld.

Responsen har vært overveldende, for-
teller Katrine. Hun håper en dag i fremti-
den – når hun føler seg sterk nok – å jobbe
mot mobbing på full tid, gjennom å holde
foredrag for lærere og elever.

– Den følelsesmessige reaksjonen
som skjer hos folk der ute treffer oss
veldig sterkt. Det å se at andre føler
med oss, at de blir sinte, frustrerte, lei
seg – men samtidig klarer å se den po-
sitive og omtenksomme gutten vår.
Det er sterkt. Det har vært utrolig
mange inntrykk i dag, sier Katrine.

– Som en knyttneve
– Det betyr alt for meg. Det har vært
beintøft, for det koster mye å utlevere
sine innerste tanker og følelser. Men
når man får så mange positive tilbake-
meldinger fra andre som også ønsker
en endring, så er det verdt det.

– Det virker som om saken berører.
Det er jeg veldig glad for. Dette er ikke
noe folk bare kan bla forbi, det er tyde-
lig at mange kjenner seg igjen, sier Au-
dun Gillerdalen, Odins stefar.

Allerede fredag fikk Katrine en tele-
fon fra kunnskapsminister Torbjørn
Røe Isaksen. Han leste VGs sak før den
ble publisert, og ønsket å takke henne
for den åpenheten hun viser.

– Jeg ble virkelig satt ut, innrømmer
Katrine.

– Spontanreaksjonen da jeg la på rø-
ret var at jeg begynte å gråte. Det let-
ter noen kilo når man får en telefon fra
noen som kan være med å påvirke
stort. Da er det ikke forgjeves.

Begge ønsker å holde samtalen pri-
vat, men Røe Isaksen legger ikke skjul
på at saken har berørt ham sterkt.

– Jeg synes det er utrolig modig og
veldig viktig at foreldrene til Odin går
ut og snakker om historien sin. Jeg har
fått flere tekstmeldinger om saken, det
er en sak som treffer deg i magen som
en knyttneve. Den er rørende og hjerte-
skjærende, sa kunnskapsministeren
under VGs TV-sending i går.

Solberg: Skal ikke skje
Også statsminister Erna Solberg har
engasjert seg i Odin-saken.

– Det første jeg tenkte da jeg leste
saken var at dette er slikt som ikke skal
skje i Norge, sier statsministeren. 

– Ja, jeg tror alle voksenpersoner
rundt barn må bli flinkere til å stille
oppfølgingsspørsmål når man ser at
barn har det vanskelig. Man må tørre å
gå litt tettere på, sier Solberg.

Katrine sier at hun i går fikk flere
henvendelser fra foreldre som har opp-

levd samme kamp som henne selv for å
få en slutt på mobbingen av sine barn.

– Hva tenker du om det?
– Man føler seg ikke lenger så ensom

i den kampen man har hatt. Vi har ikke
vært hysteriske eller overfølsomme
når vi har maset på disse skolene. Sam-
tidig er det vondt å høre, sier Katrine.

– Jeg er jo mamma. Og jeg er frem-
deles også Odins mamma. Det er den
viktigste rollen i mitt liv.

– Statsminister Erna Solberg er en av
dem som har engasjert seg i Odins sak,
hvordan er det for deg?

– Man blir på en måte ydmyk. Jeg er
jo bare et vanlig menneske, men samti-
dig så tenker jeg at Odin var så flott at
han ikke fortjener noe dårligere enn det
heller. Det er veldig bra. Når hun enga-
sjerer seg, så krever det at vi fortsetter
jobben. Det gir hele saken mer tyngde.

Barneombud Anne Lindboe sier at

det er vondt å lese at Odin ba om hjelp,
uten å bli hørt.

– Det er forferdelig vondt og trist å
lese om det han har opplevd. Bare det
å si fra er i seg selv vanskelig og koster
mye, sier barneombudet.

– Odins historie er ikke unik. Vi har
hatt flere saker der det har vært til-
feldigheter som har gjort at sakene
ikke har fått samme tragiske utfall
som i denne saken. Det betyr ikke at

VIL KJEMPE
Av SYNNØVE ÅSEBØ, MARIA 

MIKKELSEN og MATTIS SANDBLAD

Odins mamma skal

VG HELG I GÅR: Odin Olsen Andersgård ble
bare 13 år gammel. 

TAKKER: Katrine Olsen Gillerdalen og ekte-
mannen Audun Gillerdalen møtte VG hjemme i
Aurskog i går kveld. De har fått meldinger fra hele
landet etter at de fortalte historien om sønnen og
stesønnen Odin.
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BERGENS TIDENDE
E24 DINE PENGER

                KEY FIGURES  

Editor-in-chief: Per Valebrokk  
Place of issue: Oslo, Norway    
Channels & frequency: Web and mobile platforms, (E24.no, Dine Penger) 
 and magazine, (11 issues per year)
Total reach, (daily) 386,000 
Editorial staff 29  
Editorial budget N/A  
    

              USERS    

Users mobile/tablet 90,000  
Users desktop 155,000  
Users TV/video N/A   
Users print N/A 
Print circulation Dine penger 33,228   
    

              GENDER AND AGE DEMOGRAPHIC   

Gender Mobile/tablet Desktop Print 
Female in per cent N/A 80 69 
Male in per cent N/A 20 31 
    

In September, E24 took financial journalism in Norway a 
big step forward with the launch of Aksjeliven. 
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HOW WE WORK  
E24 and Dine Penger’s sources consist 
of a wide range of people and written 
sources. 

We daily speak to leaders, experts, 
politicians, and investors. We talk to union 
representatives, financial analysts, bu-
reaucrats, and public institutions such as 
Norges Bank and Statistics Norway. 

We also involve readers through social 
networks like Facebook, LinkedIn and 
Twitter, and receive important feedback 
and tip-offs there. 

E24 and Dine Penger gather informa-
tion from anonymous sources, but we ex-
ercise extreme caution in using them and 
rarely publish stories based exclusively on 
criticism from an anonymous source. 

E24 and Dine Penger never compensa-
te sources. 

E24 and Dine Penger comply with the 
Ethical Code of Practice for the Norwegian 
Press and the Editorial Code. 

One complaint was lodged against E24 
with the Press Complaints Commission, 
(PFU) last year, but was not found to have 
violated the Code of Ethics. 

Two complaints were lodged against 
Dine Penger, and in one of these cases, 
PFU found that Dine Penger had not 
adequately followed the ethical standards 
regarding critical choice of sources.

E24 Dine Penger was not involved in any 
legal matters.

The most important product and editorial 
innovations in 2014:

In September, E24 took financial jour-
nalism in Norway a big step further with 
the release of Aksjeliven. 

It’s a brand new way to give the readers 
the very last from the financial markets. 
We give the readers minute-by-minute 
coverage from our journalists, streaming 
of a wide selection of financial data, the 
latest from other relevant media sources, 
Twitter and TV. We also invite the readers 
to ask us or experts questions. 

The print edition of Dine Penger was 
relaunched in June 2014. The magazi-
ne has a complete new layout with new 
colours, new fonts, a new logo and several 
new editorial sections.

In December we also relaunched the 
digital edition, Dine Penger+.  At the same 
time the digital version became a sub-
scription product.

METHODS INNOVATIONSETHICS LEGAL MATTERS
THE AID PROJECT
Together with VG we investigated how Norwegian aid 
organizations invest their money. We discovered that they 
had money in very controversial companies.
Making millions by writing applications.

THE UNVEILING OF A MILKCOW
E24 revealed that a fifth of the million payouts from 
government run Skattefunn goes through one firm of 
professional application writers.

THE “HOTTEST” CARS OF THE YEAR
On a hot day in June, we gathered 11 cars with a total 
value of NOK 19 million and more than 4,200 horsepower, 
and invited our readers to vote for their favourite. 

3 BEST STORIES 
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By taking advantage of the strengths of our two brands 
– E24 and Dine Penger – we have become stronger 
together.

Last year, E24 launched a new personal finance 
section, Privat. At the same time, the website of our 
personal finance magazine, Dine Penger, was made 
available to premium digital subscribers. By doing this, 
we have taken a clearer editorial and commercial stand: 
E24 is a lean-forward, news-driven site, financed by our 
advertisers; whereas Dine Penger puts more emphasis 
on exclusive content financed by our subscribers on all 
platforms.

With a revitalised editorial profile, and a fresh new 
layout, the print edition of Dine Penger was re-launched 
in June. The result: A completely new type of finance 
magazine for the Norwegian market.

Through extensive use of case studies, the new ma-
gazine shows that personal finance is more than num-
bers and graphs – it’s all about people.

REAL PEOPLE TELLING REAL STORIES
Our journalists spend less time behind their desks and 
more time in the field. Widespread use of stock images has 
been replaced with shots of real people telling real stories. 
The magazine highlights that for many Norwegians, time 
has become a more sought-after resource than money. 

Through a combination of hard financial facts, touching 
stories and a bit of humour, our journalists strive to cap-
ture readers’ hearts and minds. We hope to inspire them 
and spark new ideas. Although personal finance often may 
be complicated, there is no reason to make it boring. Dine 
Penger should be a good friend – a friend that is worth 
spending time with and investing in.

The core of E24’s success is breaking news, and this 
was further strengthened in September with the launch of 
Aksjelive – a minute-by-minute live update on the financial 
markets. It combines continuous news updates from our 
journalists, live TV coverage from stock-listed companies’ 
financial presentations and a Q&A column for readers. 

With extensive live coverage of the financial market, E24 
has attracted new readers while giving existing readers 
even better and more comprehensive coverage of the stock 
market. 

It looks as though live and breaking news will continue 
to be the “true north” on E24’s compass for years to come.

Per Volebrokk
Editor-in-chief

          A completely  
new type of finance 
magazine for the  
Norwegian market.

DEfINING NEW

MARkETS

E24 follows, the norwegian and international finance and economy close. 
Here is Oslos new modern business-area, The Barcode in Bjørvika.
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plåtar annars blir det fel i överföringssyste-
met.
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Björne

Den här bilden ska �nnas dold på dokumen-
ten för att en svart sida ska generera fyra 
plåtar annars blir det fel i överföringssyste-
met.
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Stefan Löfven firade i natt – på sin stamkrog. Han skålade tillsammans med hustrun Ulla och vännerna från facket. ”Tack. Det här betyder jättemycket för mig”, sa vår näste statsminister.

MÅNDAG 15 SEPTEMBER 2014 Grundad 1830 av
Lars Johan HiertaPris: 17 kr
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                KEY FIGURES   

Editor-in-chief: Jan Helin  
Place of issue: Stockholm, Sweden    
Channels & frequency: Print, Online, Mobile, iPad, Web TV, Supplements  
Total reach, (daily) 3.3 million readers 
Editorial staff 250 journalists based in Stockholm   
    

                USERS    

Users mobile/tablet 1.8 million daily unique web readers  
Users desktop 1.7 million daily unique web readers   
Users TV/video 696,000 videostarts daily  
Users print 169,411 
Print circulation 144,800
    
              
              GENDER AND AGE DEMOGRAPHIC   

Gender Desktop Mobile/tablet Print 
Male in per cent 54 55 51 
Female in per cent 46 45 49 
    
Age distribution  16-24 25–39 40–54 55–80
Desktop in per cent 15 29 31 25
Mobile/Tablet in per cent 22 36 30 13
Print in per cent 8 17 27 47
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METHODS
A media house like Aftonbladet has a 
broad span of sources – everything from 
press releases, information from authori-
ties and news from other media channels, 
to information on the internet, through 
social media and tips from readers, etc.

The unique Swedish Protection of 
Sources law, embedded in the Swedish 
Freedom of the Press Act, allows sources 
to pass information to the media without 
the risk of being exposed to the authori-
ties. This is an important principle that 
should be protected because it provides 
the public an insight into anomalies that 
would otherwise not be exposed.

Aftonbladet does, in certain circum-
stances, pay a fee for the tips that lead to 
proper journalism. This is in line with the 
Swedish Newspaper Publishers associa-
tion, (Tidningsutgivarna), recommenda-
tion.

Discussions of ethics are always an 
important issue at Aftonbladet. The eve-
ning paper’s special forms of expression 
and its engaging journalistic manner make 
it a necessity to keep ethics in mind on a 
daily basis.

Staff are continuously trained at ethics 
seminars. Talks with the publisher about 
materials that might be ethically sensitive 
take place daily.

Complaints to Swedish: 
Press Council: 15 

Corrections by Swedish: 
Press Council: 6

LEGAL MATTERS 
Aftonbladet has been sued in the Stock-
holm District Court by Dr Thomas Jackson 
for defamation due to an article about him 
that was published in 2013. Dr. Jackson 
claims totally MSEK 5.

INNOVATIONS
News journalism this year was marked 
by extensive renewal, partly driven by the 
journalistic challenges of a super election 
year.

In the run-up to parliamentary elec-
tions, Aftonbladet broadcast the first 
online party leader debate ever, delivering 
new content and setting a new tone. The 
debate was hailed by viewers, experts and 
party leaders.

With Sweden Thinks, Aftonbladet 
revamped its opinion polling methods. A 
large panel chosen from Schibsted’s online 
audience provided the basis for better and 
faster political and social journalism.

With Election Compass, (the candi-
dates and the new rulers), readers could 
match their own opinions against those 
of the parties and candidates before the 
election. Election Compass broke world 
records, (3.7 million performed), and provi-
ded input for over 50 news articles.

Aftonbladet Morgon became the first 
morning programme on online TV. This 
daily three-hour broadcast exceeded all 
expectations, with an average of 260,000 
streamings started daily.

For-pay service Plus passed a milestone of 
200,000 customers this year, thanks to a 
larger internal focus on feeding content to 
the service. An article series was produced 
exclusively for Plus for the very first time.

Mayday Mayday, a feature series me-
morializing the Estonia catastrophe in 1994, 
was the launching point for a new format 
for digital storytelling: articles supported 
and strengthened by integrated documen-
tary elements that include sound, video and 
graphics.

The new Aftonbladet Tablet offers an 
enhanced news experience, aiming to get 
readers to stay longer. Since the launch of 
the Android version in December, page views 
have increased from 3.6 to 4.6 per visit.
•	 Sportbladet	renewed	its	extensive	
 game coverage during the football
 world championships with Simon
 Bank’s and Erik Niva’s grand stories,
 which were angled to the match results
 and published just ten minutes after
 the matches ended. New TV formats
 for hockey and football were launched,
 and coverage of football’s Silly Season,
 with the nation’s most widely-read
 blog this winter, was developed for
 both podcasts and TV.
•	 Nöjesbladet	topped	the	coverage	of	the
 local Swedish competitions for the
 European Song Contest, (Melodifestiva-
 len), with a road movie that documen-
 ted the trips between festival cities
 – 70 hours of TV from a high-tech car
 fitted with TV cameras. The article
 series #otillräcklig, (insufficient), dealing
 with mental illness, created a great
 deal of engagement, as did broadcas-
	 ting	the	film	on	Håkan	Hellström’s
 historic concert at Gothenburg’s Ullevi
	 stadium	and	Rockbjörnen,	which	cele-
 

 brated 35 years with a focus on interac-
 tion with fans.
•	 Aftonbladet’s	editorial	team	worked
 consistently this year to spread jour-
 nalism in social media such as Face-
 book, Twitter and Youtube – and of the  
 10 most widely shared articles, six
 came from Aftonbladet. Viralt, a new
 site, is used to spread news to a young-
 er audience. In keeping with this spirit,
 every member of the editorial staff
 underwent social media training 
 in 2014.

AWARDS 
INMA Award: Aftonbladet TV, Best idea 
to grow Digital Audience or engagement. 

MEG Awards: Aftonbladet TV,  
Innovator of the Year. 

Best News site of the Year & Best 
site of the Year – Internet World.

Sportjournalist of the Year: Erik Niva – 
Guldskölden,	Svenska	Fans.	

Picture of the Year: Niclas Hammar-
ström	–	Association	of	Swedish	Press	
Photographers.   

Press Photografer of the Year: 
Magnus Wennman – Association of 
Swedish Press Photographers.

Best of Photojournalism: Magnus 
Wennman, Portraits and Personality.

Sportjournalist of the Year: Johanna 
Frändén – Association of Sportjournalists, 
Stockholm.   

Best interactive TV-programme: 
Brottscentralen – Association of Swedish 
TV-producers. Oisín Cantwell, The Swedish 
Bar Association.   

European Newspaper Award: Mayday, 
Mayday - Estonia. Online & Crossmedia.

In september 2014 Aftonbladet created history by hosting the first 
ever party leader debate broadcasted online and outside the tradi-
tional TV networks. Hosts Karin Magnusson and Malvina Britts with 
publisher Jan Helin after the debate. Photo: Anna Tärnhuvud.

The Swedish Ladies Ski Team took a well earned gold medal 
in the 4x5 km cross country in the winter Olympics in Sotji. 
PHOTO: STEFAN MATTSON.
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RESPONSIBLE PUBLISHING
This year started darkly for free speech and satire, with 
a bloody line drawn between them and us: them, who 
believe in uniformity, violence and a strictly controlled 
world; and us, who believe in diversity, open society and 
free speech.  

So how can we explain why some of us vehemently 
and almost aggressively demand that all media publish 
the same stereotypical satirical images you find in Charlie 
Hebdo?

On an emotional level, it is easy to understand. The 
rage we feel towards the terrorists must find an outlet. 
Publishing the images that people died for is an under-
standable way to demonstrate for freedom of speech.

But even in this gravest of situations, we must also 
identify what is most important to defend: Charlie Heb-
do’s unconditional right to publish satirical images. There 
is more than one way to defend that right. We may have 
different ideas of whether satire that depicts people of 
faith as stereotypes is appropriate. We can discuss that, 
but under no circumstances should we resort to violence 
to stop it. Exactly there, and nowhere else, is where the 
line between them and us lies.

Aftonbladet’s stance on Charlie Hebdo’s cartoons was the 
same as most of the world’s news media. We published 
some of them because they are newsworthy, to increase 
understanding for Charlie Hebdo as a publication: an intel-
lectual, left-leaning magazine that seeks to deliberately 
provoke. It continues a French tradition of satire that does 
not exist in Sweden. We showed our support for Charlie 
Hebdo, and freedom of speech, by changing our logotype 
to Je suis Charlie, (I am Charlie).

Some argue that a careful stance on Charlie Hebdo’s 
satirical images is in itself tacit support for terrorism. 
They are inclined to republish the Charlie Hebdo pictures 
in an absurd competition among the world’s media: Who 
condemns terrorism the most? Even though, of course, all 
sane media clearly condemn the terrorist act.

Several of the world’s largest media outlets refrained 
from republishing Charlie Hebdo’s cartoons. In a thought-
ful article in the New York Times, Margaret Sullivan 
writes about Editor-in-chief Dean Baquet’s decision not to 
publish the cartoons. At first he was convinced he would 
republish the pictures because of their “newsworthiness 
and based on a sense of solidarity with the murdered 
journalists and the right to free speech.”

Jan Helin
Editor-in-chief

In the summer of 2014 the biggest forest 
fire in swedish history raged in Västmanland. 
PHOTO: Andreas Bardell.

          On the one hand, 
it is unnecessary to 
insult religious groups 
in defence of free 
speech. On the other 
hand, anyone who 
wants to publish ob-
viously has the right 
to do so.

After further thought, and having spoken to several of the 
newspaper’s senior staff, he ultimately kept to New York 
Times policy, which differentiates between “unjustified in-
sult and satire”. Most of Charlie Hebdo’s most controversial 
images, according to Baquet, were unjustifiable insults, and 
therefore he decided not to publish any of them.

Asked why he couldn’t have chosen a few of the less 
controversial pictures, Baquet answered that such a stance 
would likely lead to a compromise that would render publi-
cation meaningless. It is possible that this argument is a 
reflection of American society that, unlike secular Sweden, 
understands the tension between two pillars of an open 
society: freedom of religion and freedom of speech.

On the one hand, it is unnecessary to insult religious 
groups in defence of free speech. On the other hand, anyone 
who wants to publish obviously has the right to do so. In 
any case, it illustrates the craft of responsible publishing. 
Publishers make different assessments using different 
motivations: clearly a central function for diversity and free 
speech in practice.

THE CRAfT Of
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2 BRÄNNPUNKT

EU måste 
ha ett system  
baserat på rätt
vis fördelning 
av flyktingar.
FN:s flyktingkommissarie 
António Guterres i en  
SvD-intervju.

Lös problemet med bolånen pragmatiskt 06 

Kaffet omvärderas i en  
lång rad forskningsrön

HENRIK ENNART SKIVOR
Tidlös musik  
med Björk

NYHETER 10 KULTUR 26

Spänt i Thailand  
inför domen 
mot Yingluck
Domen i riksrättsåtalet mot förra 
premiärministern Yingluck  
Shinawatra faller i morgon.

Martin-Löf tvingas 
lämna alla uppdrag
SvD AVSLÖJAR En av de mäktigaste personerna i svenskt näringsliv, Sverker Martin-Löf som är ordförande i bland annat 
Industrivärden, tvingas lämna samtliga styrelseuppdrag redan i vår – allt efter SvD Näringslivs granskning av SCA och Industrivärden-
sfären. Samtidigt väntas Anders Nyrén avgå som ordförande i Handelsbanken. Beskeden skakar en av Sveriges mäktigaste företags-
grupper i grunden.  4

Sverker Martin-Löf har varit styrelseordförande i Industrivärden sedan 2010. Nu har han meddelat att han inte ställer upp för omval i vår. 
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www.aventyrsresor.se   Tel 08-5560 69 00
STORA UPPLEVELSER I SMÅ GRUPPER SEDAN 1984

Galapagos med Mattias Klum Beställ vårt magasin, 
nytt nummer ute nu!
www.aventyrsresor.se/magasinet

TILLSAMMANS MED NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICFOTOGRAFEN MATTIAS KLUM upplever vi 
Galapagos unika djurliv. Under kryssningen får vi närkontakt med Galapagos exceptionella djur 
som jättesköldpaddor, havsleguaner, havsköldpaddor, landleguaner och sjölejon. Ombord på 
den mycket bekväma yachten Isabela färdas vi genom övärlden och gör landstigningar för att 
fotografera och upptäcka öarna. Svensk färdledare är biologen ANDERS ELMFORS. 

AVRESA: 22 november 2015. LÄS MER: www.aventyrsresor.se/klum

FÖR MER INFORMATION Ring oss på telefon 08-5560 69 00 eller mejla resor@aventyrsresor.se.
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Smugglingen 
via färjor över  
Östersjön ökar
En ny kartläggning från polisen 
som SvD har tagit del av visar att 
Östersjöfärjor används rutin-
mässigt av kriminella nätverk. 
Huvudsakligen handlar det om 
smuggling in i Sverige och utför-
sel av stöldgods från Sverige och 
statistiken pekar uppåt.
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                KEY FIGURES   

Editor-in-chief: Fredric Karén  
Place of issue: Stockholm, Sweden    
Channels & frequency: N/A  
Total reach, (daily) 1,000,017 
Editorial staff 117,5   
Editorial budget MSEK 200,000  
    

                USERS    

Users mobile/tablet 213,000 daily users   
Users desktop 430,000   
Users TV/video N/A 
Users print 370,000 
Print circulation 160,000   
    

                GENDER AND AGE DEMOGRAPHIC   

Gender Mobile/tablet Desktop Print 
Female in per cent 45 40 50
Male per cent 55 60 50 
    
Age distribution  Below 20 20–39 40–59 Plus 60
Mobile/tablet  X 
Desktop    X 
Print   X X  
TV  X  

SUCCESS: Editorial staff at SvD Näringsliv were named “The Newsroom of the 
Year”, at MEG 2015 in Gothenburg in March.
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METHODS
Because credibility is a cornerstone and a 
core value for Svenska Dagbladet, (SvD), 
we put a lot of effort into scrutinising our 
sources. Normally we are very selective in 
our use of anonymous sources and try as 
much as possible to establish their identity. 
We take great care in explaining to the 
source the statutory protection he or she 
has. We have also opened a safe encrypted 
email address so that neither the address 
nor the sender can be identified. During 
the year, we have also worked quite a lot 
with data base journalism, where we have 
gathered information from several diffe-
rent sources, (government agencies, social 
media etc), that we have compiled and 
presented in new and innovative ways. 

EDITORIAL GOALS AND 
PRIORITIES 2014
2014 has been a very intense year when it 
comes to news, especially within politics. 
We have had two elections, first to the Eu-
ropean Parliment and then in September 
to the Swedish parliment. In addition, we 
have also covered the winter olympics in 
Sotji, the World Cup in fotball in Brasil and 
of course the violent process of change in 
Ukarine. We also have had some dramatic 
news in Sweden which also proves that 
the more violent Russian regime also is a 
threat to nothern Europe and Scandinavia. 
During the year Russian attack planes 
have been flying into Swedish air space 
several times and they have even sent in 
mini submarines to the Stockholm archi-
pelago. 

All this has of course had a positive 
effect on the readership, especially when it 

comes to mobile and online news consum-
tion. For SvD this has been a fantastic year 
with new traffic records practically every 
other week during the autumn. 

During this year, (2014), we sat up goals 
for traffic, (webb and mobile), and digital 
subscriptions. The traffic goals were:  
1.5 million uv/week and 11 million page 
views a week, (desktop), and on mobie  
1 million u/v week and 5.5 million page 
views. We also wanted to reach 7,500 fully 
paying digital subscribers, (185 SEK/month).

By november we had reached all our 
goals which has been very satisfying for 
the whole organization.

The mobile traffic is now around 1.1 
million uv/week and about 6 million page 
views/week. It´s also fantastic that we 
reach the goals for digital subscriptions, 
that is of a really important strategic mat-
ter for us. 

HOW WE WORK 
This was also the year when we changed 
the organization from print to digital first. 
All our journalism, planned or live/direct 
should be published online first. 

During February and March 2014 we 
totally changed how we organize our 
desks, our sub-editors and web-editors. 
The reporters got educated in live cover-
age and data bases and excel. We also 
restructed our meetings with more focus 
on our daily online tableu. 

One example: Since our analysis shows 
that we have more mobile traffic late in 
the evening, (22–23 PM), than in the mor-
nings we decieded that we needed to have 
more editorial focus at that time rather 
than in the afternoon. That meant that we 
skipped a few meetings that we used to 
have in the mornings, and insted replaced 

that with an early evening meeting with 
focus on what stories we should focus on 
the next coming hours. 

This change of organization and a new 
way of thinking around online journalism 
also meant a change of our editorial cul-
ture which we think is the most important 
thing that we have accomplished. 

This work will continue during 2015 
with more focus on investigative online 
journalism and more development around 
live reporting and video journalism. 

HOW WE WORK WITH DEBATE, 
COMMENTS BLOGS AND EDITORIALS
The opinion pages are one of SvD’s core 
elements, (together with news, business 
and culture). We have a very active online 
editor for our debate with live debates in 
whatever is the most interesting topic of 
the day. We call it “Brännpunkt Direkt” 
and it´s a moderated debate among our 
readers who can discuss the most interes-
ting topic of the day among each other or 
with our editor. 

We have today about 15 external blogs 
on our site and are right now discussing 
the value of these blogs. Some of them 
are attracting a lot of readers but there 
are a few that are not that intesteing. Our 
guess is that we in the future will have 
less blogs in the SvD.se-site. 

INNOVATIONS 2014
This has been a year were a lot of our 
time and efforts has been put into change 
of editorial platforms for SvD.s online 
journalism. In november 2014 we shifted 
platform for our mobile site, from Mobile-
tech to Plan 3, (The Omni plattform). 

SvD will be the first of the major Schibsted 
news sites who will operate on Plan 3. 
In april 2015 we are planning to replace 
Escenic with Plan 3 for all of our online 
operations. In april we also are planning to 
launch our new desktop and mobile site 
wich we have been working on for the past 
14 months. 

Besides that we launched a new ver-
sion of “The Svipe”, our way of packaing 
editorial content that belongs toghether. 
This can be for example a list or a serie, 
or everything you need to know about the 
Swedish election. “The Svipe” has helped 
SvD increase the number of page views 
with 20 percent. 

We also launched a tool for different 
kinds of digital contest. We used that 
during	the	“Alla	Tiders	Entreprenör”con-
test which I´m writing about in my editors 
letter. It´s a tool that is developed by SvD 
and can be used by other sites within the 
Schibsted group. 

AWARDS
Four awards in the Swedish picture
contest “Årets Bild”, (pictures of the
year). 

“Per Wendels journalist-award” to  
Carolina Neurath at SvD Näringsliv for her 
investigative journalism about HQ Bank

“The Wendala-award” to Negra  
Efendic, reporter at SvD Näringsliv, for her
story about racism in Swedish schools. 

In March 2015 SvD Näringsliv won the 
prize “Newsroom of the year” at MEG 
2015, a prize given by the branch-organi-
sation “Tidningsutgivarna”.

Svenska Dagbladet followed the election closely. Here the moment 
of victory for the new primeminister Stefan Löfven.
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Besides the parliamentary elections in September, one 
of SvD’s largest editorial – and commercial – initiatives in 
2014 was its “Sweden’s greatest entrepreneur” campaign.

The project focused on Sweden’s great innovators in 
business life, and is an excellent example of how SvD in-
creases reader engagement through online voting. For six 
weeks, more than 10,000 readers voted for their favourite 
Swedish entrepreneurs – past and present – from a list of 
around one hundred people ranging from Alfred Nobel to 
pop singer and music entrepreneur Robyn.

Readers were asked to add three candidates of their 
own, attracting more than 250 suggestions via different 
digital channels. The campaign was groundbreaking in 
the impact and page views it generated, and in the close 
collaboration it creates between SvD’s editorial and com-
mercial operations.

The main sponsor – Carnegie Investment Bank – was 
exposed in every page view, both online and in print, with 
extremely positive results for Carnegie and SvD.

Ikea founder, Ingvar Kamprad, was voted Sweden’s 
top entrepreneur, and as a grand finale, the publicity-shy 
89-year old surprised everyone by turning up in per-
son to receive his award from Sweden’s Prince Daniel. 

Kamprad’s 14-minute acceptance speech, which included 
entrepreneurial advice for the 1,000-plus youngsters 
present, was reported in hundreds of media outlets in 
Sweden and abroad, all creating substantial goodwill for 
the SvD brand.

This project helped us achieve our strategic goals in a 
number of ways. For example, it helped migrate readers 
and subscribers from print to digital. By making strong 
editorial content around the entrepreneurs – 15 of whom 
where shown on print splashes – we encouraged readers 
to visit the online voting page. We also paved the way for 
more successful partnerships in sponsored content by 
creating this powerful showpiece.

KEY GOALS AND ISSUES FOR 2015 
As mentioned earlier in this report, the most important 
goal and issue for SvD in 2015 is that our new publish-
ing platform and our new responsive site are launched 
successfully. This is a site that we are hoping sets new 
standards for news sites in Sweden, with a range of new 
functions and a genuinely intuitive design made according 
to our users’ needs. 

Management and myself have focused on this project 
a great deal over the past year. We held a series of 
workshops defining user needs when reading news online, 
identifying SvD’s USPs in the fiercely competitive world of 
digital news consumption. 

When we launch the new site, we are also introducing 
a new publishing platform, from Escenic to Plan 3. This 
offers us a range of new possibilities for our journalism 
to develop further. For example, we will be able to tag 
everything we publish from names, places, company 
names to stories, (Ebola, Charlie Hebdo), which will make 
it easier for readers to follow and organise articles and 
stories in which they are interested. 

This also calls for new ways of working and roles in 
the newsroom. A large number of SvD staff will have 
to change the way they work when the new platform is 
launched. 

This is something that we all are looking forward 
to and hopefully there will be things to learn from our 
project for other news organisations within the Schibsted 
Group.

The launch is planned for the end of April 2015. 
In addition to this project, we are also planning on ha-

ving extra focus on investigative online journalism during 
this year and further exploring new video formats, (Web 
TV).

Another important goal for us is to further develop 
our digital subscriptions, making it even easier for clients 
to become subscribers. We will of course continue to 
work on product development so that readers and future 
clients feel that being an SvD client represent good value 
for money. 

Fredric Karén
Editor-in-chief

          The campaign was 
groundbreaking 
in the impact and 
page views it genera-
ted, and in the close 
collaboration it created 
between SvD’s edito-
rial and commercial 
operations.

 PARTNERSHIPS
A new wAy for more succesful

12,388 readers participated in SvD’s vote of Sweden’s greatest 
entrepreneur –  Ingvar Kamprad won with large marginals.
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SVENSkA DAGBLADET SUB BRANDS

SVD’S OFFER
Svenska Dagbladet has worked with 
two different subscription offers since 
2013: one package that offers the printed 
newspaper, seven days a week, together 
with the popular supplement “Magasinet”, 
a real estate supplement with the latest 
trends in design and housing along with 
the latest real estate listings; “Resor och 
Mat”, exciting travel tips and destinations

mixed with delicious food recipes from 
all over the world, every Saturday; “Bil 
och Motor”, the weekly supplement with 
motoring news and essential vehicle tests 
and pricing guides; and last but not least 
the popular “Kulturmagasinet”, a Sunday 
magazine filled with in depth articles 
about arts, literature, music and interes-
ting portraits of culture personas. 

All this together with our digital offer with 
eSvD, the digital version of the newspaper, 
unlimited access to our website with the 
latest news: svd.se as well as our cross 
word application.

And one package that offers a digital 
subscription for those of our readers who 
prefer to take part of the SvD journalism 
on the digital channels only.  

Svenska Dagbladet reached approxima-
tely 150,000 activated subscribers during 
2014, meaning that 150,000 people log-
ged in on our website and we also got 
10,000 new digital only subscribers, both 
way above our goals. 

SUB BRANDS

A large number of SvD staff will have to change the way they 
work when the new platform is launched in 2015.
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2 BRÄNNPUNKT

SVD1 KULTUR 

Regeringen: Barnkonventionen ska bli svensk lag 06

”Nobelpriset? 
Det är för tidigt”

PROFILEN

RESOR&MAT

Michael Moore: Wikileaks gjorde 
mänskligheten en enorm tjänst

Certifierade fiskdiskar gör soppa 
med musslor ännu enklare att lagaSvD Kultur möter författaren Marie NDiaye  

i ett samtal om smärta, utanförskap och Berlin

Vi fl yger året runt, alla dagar, alltid inklusive: Frukost • Fika • Vi fl yger året runt, alla dagar, alltid inklusive: Frukost • Fika • Vi fl yger året runt, alla dagar
Tidningar • Bromma Flygplats • Varm handduk • 20 kg bagage och 
snabb incheckning. Så har vi också blivit Sveriges bästa affärsfl yg 
åtta år i rad. Boka via din resebyrå eller 
malmoaviation.seStockholm

Mängder med avgångar 
till alla våra destinationer.

Göteborg
Upp till 16 avgångar 

till och från Stockholm.

Malmö
Upp till 15 avgångar 

till och från Stockholm.

Umeå
Upp till 7 avgångar 

till och från Stockholm.

Östersund
Upp till 4 avgångar 

till och från Stockholm.

Stockholm Göteborg ÖstersundUmeå

Sveriges bästa affärsfl yg, åtta år i rad.

I samarbete med våra partners fl yger vi via Stockholm/Bromma till Halmstad, Kalmar, Ronneby, Sundsvall, Trollhättan, Visby, Växjö, Ängelholm, Bryssel och Helsingfors. M
ed
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FOTO: RAY TANG/REX FOTO: LINUS MEYER

Skadad rysk ubåt söks
SvD AVSLÖJAR En skadad rysk undervattensfarkost kan finnas i Stockholms skärgård. Ett 
nödsamtal på ryska avlyssnades redan innan försvarets insats i Kanholmsfjärden inleddes  
i fredags, enligt SvD:s källor. Under fredagskvällen pågick krypterad radiotrafik mellan 
 Kanholmsfjärden och den ryska Östersjöenklaven Kaliningrad. Nyheter 08–09

Under lördagen trappade försvaret upp spaningarna i skärgården och amfibiesoldater fördes med stridsbåtar ut till öarna. FOTO: DAN HANSSON

MIKAEL HOLMSTRÖM

SVENSKA DAGBLADET TISDAG 25 FEBRUARI 2014 SvD.se och mobil SvD.se   Pris mån–tors 20 kr, fre–sön 30 kr

SEDAN 1884

SPORT 21 

Christer Björkman har  
hur många liv som helst

HARRY AMSTER INTERVJU
Hon lär dig  
tala med katter

KULTUR 17 IDAG 22

SvD:s Clemens Poellinger, Erika 
Hallhagen och Bo Löfvendahl 
tipsar om de 
bästa romaner-
na, barn- 
och fack-
böckerna.

Ukrainskt  
uppror sprider 
oro till Kreml
Ryska demonstranter hyllar 
Ukraina i Moskva. Rysslands 
premiärminister Dmitrij 
Medvedev  å sin sida hävdar 
att ”det finns ett reellt hot 
mot våra intressen  och mot 
våra med borgares liv”. 

Volkswagen  
på friarstråt
Den tyska fordonsjätten behöver 
29 procent av aktierna för att 
kamma hem Scania-affären. I går 
var bolagets finanschef i Stock-
holm för att charma aktieägarna. 

NÄRINGSLIV 4

Stieg Larssons 
okända Palmespår KULTUR 18

NYHETER 12

FOTO: DARKO BANDIC/AP
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PÅ SVD.SE I DAG `
SUCCÉFÖRFATTAREN Stieg Larsson ägnade över ett 
decennium  åt mordet på Olof Palme. I ett hittills okänt fyra
sidigt PM namnger han en svensk högerman och före detta 
säkerhets agent som mellanhand till mordet. I dag inleder 
SvD en serie artiklar där vi går vidare i Stieg Larssons  
Palme spår. Nyheter 6–9 

• Läs Stieg Larssons PM.
•  11.00 Chatta med  

SvD:s chefredaktör 
Fredric  Karén och  
reportern Jan Stock
lassa.

•  Eva Gabrielsson: 
”Säpo förhörde Stieg”

•  Den utpekade mellan-
handen: ”Tursamt  
nog var jag inte mörda
ren” 

Hur kunde  
det ske?
SvD:s Anders Lind- 
blad reder ut den  
pinsamma dopnings- 
skandalen kring  
Nicklas Bäckström.

9godbitar  
på bok-
rean

2 BRÄNNPUNKT Ek och Hatt vill se högre miljöambitioner i EU 05
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FILM

Regeringen planerar för rekordstor vargjakt 06

Flickor försöker 
bryta snäv roll SPEL

 ”Little big planet 3” når  
inte sin fulla potential

BIL & MOTOR

Minstingarna Peugeot 108 och 
Citroën C1 svåra att skilja åt

Festivalvinnaren ”Girlhood” är på många  
sätt fantastisk, tycker SvD:s Hynek Pallas

Skidåkarna heta 
bragdkandidater 

SPORT 24 

2 BRÄNNPUNKT

UD:s hantering av 
biståndet sågas
Riksrevisionen finner i sin 
granskning så grova brister  
i hanteringen av bistånd på UD 
att de föreslår att departementet 
fråntas rätten att besluta om 
pengar. Biståndsministern  
avvisar förslaget.

Sarkozy på väg 
göra comeback

Alliansens uttåg 
ökar pressen  
på regeringen
Alliansen gjorde i går verklighet 
av sitt hot om att lämna pen-
sionsgruppens möte. Det hand-
lar om mer än bara sakpolitik  
– det tror flera bedömare som 
SvD har talat med. 

Vd använde bolagets  
jetflyg för helgresor
SvD AVSLÖJAR SCA:s högsta ledning anser det vara självklart att bolagets jetplan inte används för privatresande. Men SvD 
kan avslöja att SCA:s vd Jan Johansson vid upprepade tillfällen låtit sin fru resa med i bolagets privatjet till destina tioner som Nice,  
Verona, Barcelona och Dubai – vid ett tillfälle var hon dessutom ensam passagerare. Notan landar på flera miljoner kronor. 4

S V E R I G E
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Bromma

München

Barcelona

Totalkostnad 
för rutten Bromma– 

München–Barcelona tur och 
retur med en Falcon 900EX:

650000
kronor

München

FOTO: MALCOLM PARK/ALL OVER PRESSGRAFIK: KALLE KÄLLSTRÖM,  JENNY ALVÉN

Barcelona tur och retur
En fredag i november 2008 lyfter ett plan från Stock-
holm mot München. Ombord finns en ensam passa-
gerare – SCA:s vd Jan Johanssons fru. Samma efter-
middag fortsätter planet vidare till Barcelona. 
Ombord finns då Jan Johansson, ytterligare en 
hög SCA-chef samt bådas fruar. På söndagen 
flyger planet tillbaka till Bromma. 

Skogsjätten SCA äger tillsam-
mans med Sandvik och Industri-
värden flygbolaget Bromma
Business Jet. I flygplansflottan 
ingår en Falcon 900 EX och två 
flygplan av modellen Falcon 7X. 

NYHETER 8

NYHETER 12

VÄRLDEN 16

Socialförsäkringsminister Annika Strand-
hall talar med pressen efter pensions-
gruppens avbrutna möte.
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HIGH-FLYING DIRECTORS
SvD Näringsliv’s revelations about how the 
CEO and chairman of the public listed pa-
per and hygiene group, SCA, had used the 
company’s private jet for private holiday 
trips with family and friends, was a huge 
story in Sweden. 

Our story resulted in the launch of no 
fewer than four investigations, among 
them probes by the Swedish Tax Agency 
and public prosecutors. 

Both CEO Jan Johansson, and chairman 
Sverker	Martin-Löf	have	been	forced	to	
resign from SCA as a result of the reve-
lations. 

STIEG LARSSON’S PALME MURDER 
INVESTIGATION
At the start of the year, SvD revealed that 
the now deceased bestselling novelist 
Stieg Larsson, conducted his own investi-
gation to identify the killer of Sweden’s 

former prime minister Olof Palme. We 
were able to publish the previously  
unknown files that Larsson handed over to 
the police several years after the murder. 
In them, he identified a former Swedish 
mercenary who, amongst other places, 
worked in South Africa. The news was 
picked up by media around the world and 
led to a fresh round of inquiries in the 
Palme investigation. 

SUB HUNT IN THE STOCKHOLM 
ARCHIPELAGO 
In early October, SvD revealed that an en-
crypted distress signal was sent from the 
Stockholm archipelago to the Russian na-
val base in Kaliningrad. The signal seemed 
to suggest a damaged Russian submersible 
just a few miles from central Stockholm. It 
was the trigger for extensive activity by the 
Swedish defence forces in the archipelago 
akin to the submarine hunts of the 1980s. 

3 BEST PICTURES
AFGHANISTAN
Aziz Khan Health Clinic in Laghman province. 
At the childcare centre, women wait to see 
midwife Saidda Wafa. Many of the children 
are small for their age and Saidda provides 
the women with information on nutrition, 
November 15, 2014. 
Photographer: Malin Hoelstad

GAzA CITY 
Al Shifa Hospital – the injured Lama Abu  
Hasira with his mother Ala and his sister 
Hadija, August 29, 2014.
Photographer: Yvonne Åsell

ELECTION THRILLER
Government crisis: the Sweden Democrats 
decide to vote against the government’s 
budget in tomorrow’s parliamentary vote.  
A shaken Anna Kinberg Batra faces the  
media, December 2, 2014. 
Photographer: Magnus Hjalmarson Neideman

3 BEST STORIES

SUJOY IN INDIA
SvD’s Malin Hoelstad follows six-year old 
Sujoy to a hospital in Kolkata, for an ope-
ration on his cleft palate. The treatment is 
made possible by Operation Smile, staffed 
by volunteer medical staff who perform 
100 operations in five days. 

http://ljsp.lwcdn.com/api/video/em-
bed.jsp?id=10459e8e-0f0b-48ff-a075-
017ee6d173a3&pi=0945b924-ed2c-465d-
9855-3f400381f5ea

SWEDEN’S LOWEST PENSION
Roland	Sahlström	has	just	turned	70	and	
has a net monthly pension of SEK 2,704, 
(EUR 293). It shouldn’t be possible to 
receive such a low pension – here’s Sahl-
ström’s	story.	Reporter	Joel	Dahlberg,	
photographer: Lars Pehrson

http://ljsp.lwcdn.com/api/video/embed.
jsp?id=7673359a-edc0-44cc-8437-b87e-
43fefa1b&pi=0945b924-ed2c-465d-9855-
3f400381f5ea

SIxTY SECONDS
SvD launched #svdvlet60sekunder – a 
one-minute visual analysis of election day; 
emulating the latest trend in US news, 
known as “explainer journalism”. The New 
York Times’s “The Upshot” does this, as 
does former Washington Post super-blog-
ger Ezra Klein, who launched Vox.com in 
the spring. These brief videos, which can 
be readily shared on social media, describe 
issues in 60 seconds. 

In our version, we had SvD’s veteran 
political	analyst	Göran	Eriksson,	as	well	as	
award-winning designers Jenny Alvén and 
Thomas Molén. 

http://ljsp.lwcdn.com/api/video/em-
bed.jsp?id=59cd7c28-9194-4554-a93f-
e1b594027ffd&pi=0945b924-ed2c-465d-
9855-3f400381f5ea

3 BEST VIDEOS

Election thriller

Afghanistan

Gaza City
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OMNI

                KEY FIGURES   

Editor-in-chief Markus Gustafsson  
Place of issue Stockholm, Sweden    
Channels & frequency Launched for iPhone, Android and web  
Total reach 900,000 Uniqe browsers/week in total, (600,000 Uniqe brow-
 sers/week in mobile)
Editorial staff 10 news editors, (working in shifts 20-7). On average, the  
 newsdesk in manned by 2.5 editors
Editorial budget MSEK 9 in 2015  
    

                USERS    

Users mobile/tablet N/A   
Users desktop N/A   
Users TV/video N/A 
Users print N/A 
Print circulation N/A   
    

                GENDER AND AGE DEMOGRAPHIC   

Gender Bobile/tablet Desktop Print 
Female N/A N/A N/A
Male N/A N/A N/A

Omni represents a completely new way of working in the newsroom.
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OMNI

METHODS
Omni represents a completely new way of 
working in a newsroom. We do not genera-
te our own journalism; instead, we curate 
and enrich content generated by thou-
sands of Swedish and international news 
sources as well as content from social 
media. To support our editors, Omni has 
custom-built tools to both discover news 
and to put it in context through automated 
text analysis.

Omni also launched and began using 
its fully custom-built CMS platform.   
Omni’s workflow is also different because 
we have no managing editors at our news 
desk. Instead, our journalists serve as 
editors as well as reporters, image editors  
and news editors. This makes Omni’s 
newsroom extraordinarily fast, where edi-
tors can produce news feeds at the speed 
of Twitter.

This places new demands on quality 
management and control of credibility of 
sources. Omni has therefore developed a 
value-driven work process of regular and 
systematic evaluation. Omni measures 
everything in the editorial process in real 
time. For example, everything from news 
value and sources to how many men  
and women appear in our coverage is  
documented, examined, and evaluated by 
the editors.

ETHICS
Omni adheres to the rules of the Swedish  
press ethics system as well as to Swedish  
copyright laws.

AWARDS
Best Mobile News Service in Europe 
WAN-iFRA Digital Media Award Europe 
2014 London, 8th of April 2014.

 Best News Service in Sweden  
Mobilgalan, 6th of November 2014.

Best-designed News App 2015, 
(Silver Medal), SNDS, Society for News 
Design Scandinavia, 10th of October 2014.

Josefine Kvarnström, (Sales Manager), Ian Vännman, (Founder), Alexander Nordström, (tech lead) and 
Markus Gustafsson ,(founder and Editor-in-chief), celebrating Omni’s 1-year birthday by receiving the 
award as “Sweden’s Best News Service” at the Swedish Mobile gala in Stockholm.   
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Omni represents a completely new way of working in a newsroom. 
They do not generate their own journalism; instead, they curate
and enrich content they gather from various sources.

         Ten months 
after launch we had 
become Sweden’s 
fifth largest news 
service.

Omni was just six weeks old when the new year started. 
But we saw the signs early. This was going to be an ex-
traordinary year. By April, we had been named Europe’s 
Best News Service by WAN-IFRA. Shortly afterwards, 
the EU elections helped generate our first traffic  
record – and confirmation for us that we were producing 
a journalistic product of which we could be proud. No 
other Swedish news service was as fast, or provided as 
comprehensive coverage on the EU elections as Omni 
did. Omni’s editorial team moved to Almedalen on the 
island of Gotland for Sweden’s annual party political 
conference week. There we discovered we had become 
the new darling app for those interested in politics. One 
after the other, Swedish parliamentarians and party 
leaders announced themselves as Omni readers.

Around this time we rebooted our tech team to 
further ramp up our development efforts. We changed 
developers in Sweden, and added two new colleagues 
in Gdansk. Since then, as well as improving our existing 
apps, our new IT team has been working on laying the 
foundations for a new generation of Omni apps to be 
launched in 2015.  

The Swedish general election was also good for us: 
on election day we dominated Swedish news media. On 
election night, and the days following the election, we 

proved to ourselves, and others, how robust the Omni 
concept really is. While other Swedish editorial teams 
had 130 journalists on duty on election day, we had two 
editors in the morning and four in the evening. Yet we 
feel that Omni still succeeded in providing the best news 
experience and election coverage.

Omni was now clocking up 450,000 unique readers 
on mobile every week. Ten months after launch we had 
become Sweden’s fifth largest news service.  

Given all this, we had every reason to celebrate our 
first birthday in November – just as we reached our next 
milestone: being named Sweden’s Best News Service at 
Sweden’s Mobilgalan in Stockholm.   

Our first year was momentous, but it’s nothing com-
pared to what is to come. This year we are launching a 
number of entirely new Omni apps – apps that I believe 
are the next generation of news apps – and which we 
hope other news services will be both inspired and chal-
lenged by.   

We are designing and sketching at night, coding like 
never before. The new apps have been built to be entirely 
native for iOS and Android. This ensures, for instance, 
a seamless transition between articles without loading 
times. You can even read our news on aircraft without 
an Internet connection. You will be able to monitor the 

topics and news events you want – and then be push- 
notified of the news that you think is most relevant. And 
you can add new design and UX to that mix too.

We face the future humbly, but confident in our con-
tinued success because we are committed to developing 
our offering through listening closely to our readers.

Markus Gustafsson
Founder and Editor-in-chiefAN EVENTfUL YEAR
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20 MINUTES

                KEY FIGURES   

Editor-in-chief: Acacio Pereira  
Place of issue: Paris, France    
Channels & frequency: Desktop, mobile, tablet, print  
Total reach, (daily) 4,048,000 
Editorial staff 95   
Editorial budget EUR 6,300,000  
    

                USERS    

Users mobile/tablet 437,000   
Users desktop 554,000   
Users TV/video    
Users print  
Print circulation 928,930   
    

                GENDER AND AGE DEMOGRAPHIC   

Gender Bobile/tablet Desktop Print 
Female in per cent 42.9 45.9 48.2 
Male in per cent 57.1 54.1 47.9 
    
Age distribution  15–24 25–34 35–49 50–64
Mobile/tablet in per cent 18.9 24.1 27.7 20.4
Desktop in per cent 11.5 17.1 32.9 26.3
Print in per cent 22.7 20.7 27.5 21.3  
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EDITORIAL GOALS AND 
PRIORITIES 2014
Our main goal in 2014 was to continue 
publishing verified information, even 
though we experienced pressure on 
publication speed due to working for
digital devices. 

HOW WE WORK  
Our main sources are official ones: mi-
nistries, political parties, unions, federa-
tions, associations and NGOs. We consider 
that information coming from these kind 
of sources is presumed true and valid. In 
this case, indicating the source in the news 
accounts for validation. Nowadays, with 
social media, we have a new source of 
information, but this kind of source needs 
to be checked, for example, by phoning 
the person at the origin of the information 
to verify his identity and credibility. But 
it’s not enough: when information comes 
from a source that is unknown or that is 
considered unreliable, our journalists must 
obtain confirmation from at least one 
recognized information source.

Globally, no information is published on 
our channels until it has been verified. 

HOW WE WORK WITH DEBATE, 
COMMENTS BLOGS AND EDITORIALS
The comments are checked after publi-
cation by our moderator. But today it’s 
a little more difficult because of the 
increase of the audience. Our moderator 
doesn’t manage to check all the com-
ments every day. It’s a problem we have 
to solve in 2015.

THE MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCT AND 
EDITORIAL INNOVATIONS IN 2014
In 2014 we created a digital long form 
called “La 21è Minute”, (the 21st Minute). 
Alongside hard news, this new form is the 
opportunity for journalists to have more 
time to reflect and work deeply with a 
subject, with multimedia contents, (info-
graphics, videos, pictures and long text of 
course). In October, our new web site was 
launched and helped us increase our digital 
audience.

METHODS INNOVATIONS
“L’anneau de la mémoire”,(the Memory Ring), inaugurated on 
November 1st in northern France, which pays tribute to the 
580,000 soldiers who died during the First World War, and 
whose names are written on a wall that forms a ring. 

The “Pôle chaud” of 20 Minutes France,
dedicated to hard news.
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RECONqUEST
All 20 Minutes France journalists are now completely digital 
first. Following the merger of our national print and web 
news teams in 2013, all 11 of our regional teams made the 
switch to digital in August 2014.

Today, just 12 per cent of the newsroom is dedicated 
to print, essentially for layout. Two years ago, it was 80 per 
cent.

The digital revolution is now complete, not just in terms 
of our organisation but also in heart and mind: each journa-
list works in a new, digitally oriented timeframe – focusing 
on hard news, and reacting faster to events. But digital is 
not just about providing news quickly. In November, we 
launched an extended version of the paper called “La 21è 
Minute”, (the 21st Minute), which provides in-depth coverage 
with multimedia content, (infographics, data, video, images) 
and of course text.

Our digital audience grew substantially throughout 2014. 
Growth was driven primarily by the successful launch of our 
new website in October. Traffic from social media, particu-
larly Facebook, which was up 60 per cent, has also suppor-
ted the expansion of our digital audience. This in turn has 
helped our Google ranking, (up 30 per cent). 

Globally, our web audience increased 19 per cent in on 
2013, (compared to 11 per cent for the top 10 news  

websites). On mobile devices, our audience increased 
more than 50 per cent in 2013. And finally, the audience 
for our mobile site increased 88 per cent in 2014 compa-
red to 2013.

We hope to continue to grow our digital audience in 
2015. And to help us to achieve this, we will have the be-
nefit of a full calendar year using the tools we created in 
the second half of 2014. For example, metrics will support 
decision-making. For the front-page editor, we have a tool 
called Visual Revenue that suggests the best location in 
the home page depending on the subject matter of given 
articles.

Our journalists will also soon have access to a tool cal-
led Qlikview, a dashboard that provides information about 
the audience for his own editorial production. Qlikview will 
function as an aid to know what kind of articles attract a 
good audience, and which don’t; and not a way to manage 
editorial content.

In 2015, we will develop more digital oriented training 
for our journalists, designed to help them keep pace with 
technological developments, with a special focus on 
print journalism to prepare them for new opportunities 
if we stop producing a print version at some point in the 
future.

Last year, we created two new positions: a correspon-
dent in Tokyo; and a journalist working on Saturdays and 
Sundays, to increase the digital audience during nights 
and weekends. We look forward to measuring the results 
of these decisions in 2015. 

Acacio Pereira
Editor-in-chief

         Today, just 
12 per cent of the 
newsroom is dedi-
cated to the print. 
Two years ago, it was 
80 per cent.

In 2015, 20 Minutes in France will develop more  
digital oriented training for the reporters.

2014: THE YEAR Of 
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3 BEST STORIES 
1. A report about a homeless in the 20th 
district of Paris doing a tour with tourists 
from abroad.

2. In September 2014, one of our journa-
lists wrote a very well informed article in 
which he explained how a terrorist attack 
could happen in Paris.

3. During the summer of 2014, we 
launched a large survey with our digital 
readers, to find out how they managed 
in an economic crisis period with their 
holiday budget.

3 BEST PICTURES
MUSéE DES CONFLUENCES
The new “Musée des Confluences”, in Lyon. 
December 2014.

THE FRENCH PRESIDENT
French president François Hollande during a 
meeting with German and French students 
in Strasbourg. January 2014.

EROSION PHENOMENON
Erosion phenomenon in Soulac-sur- 
Mer, (near Bordeaux). January 2014.

The French president François Hollande

1. A best of 2014’s main events in the world.

2. A best of about the extraordinary natural 
phenomenons in 2014.

3.The video made in 20 Minutes France for 
the greetings to 2015.

1. 2. 3. 

3 BEST VIDEOS

Erosion phenomenon

Musée des Confluences, Lyon
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Fundado en 2000. El medio social

Toda la actualidad 
musical 
Lanzamientos, próximos conciertos, 
entrevistas... Y vota en el Top20

Toda la actualidad 
musical 
Lanzamientos, próximos conciertos, 
entrevistas... Y vota en el Top20

Jueves 19 
JUNIO DE 2014. AÑO XV. NÚMERO 3285

MADRID

Jueves 19 JUNIO DE 2014  AÑO XV. NÚMERO 3285

FIN DE REINADO

                KEY FIGURES   

Editor-in-chief: Arsenio Escolar  
Place of issue: Madrid, Spain    
Channels & frequency: Desktop, mobile, tablet, print  
Total reach, (daily) 2.68 million 
Editorial staff 88   
Editorial budget N/A   
    

                USERS    

Users mobile/tablet 438,257     
Users desktop 1,138,581    
Users TV/video    
Users print 1,066,000  
Print circulation 314,909     
    

                GENDER AND AGE DEMOGRAPHIC   

Gender Bobile/tablet Desktop Print 
Female in per cent 40 40  49 
Male in per cent 60  60 51 
    
Age distribution in per cent Below 20 20–39 40–59 60+
Mobile/tablet in per cent 21.8 26.4 39.3 12.4
Desktop in per cent 21.8 26.4 26.4  12.4
Print in per cent 4.9  48.8 32.7  13.7  
 

Editor-in-chief, Arsenio Escolar Ramos, (left), and his  
staff are actively developing 20minutos in Spain. 
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Readers are an essential information 
source for 20minutos, but only as provi-
ders of news stories that are investigated 
by journalists. When these leads are used, 
readers’ contributions are prominently re-
cognised in print and online, including their 
name, (if they wish). As for official sources, 
20minutos works with informants from 
all institutions, (from ministries to local 
councils). Before publishing any informa-
tion from a source that does not want to 
be revealed by name, we verify a story by 
using a second or third source. In any case, 
no financial compensation of any kind is 
paid in any circumstances.  

We comply with the industry standards 
that are endorsed by the Madrid Press  
Association and the Federation of Press 
Association of Spain, (FAPE). In 2012,  
20minutos signed an agreement with 
FAPE to adhere to its Code of Ethics and 
with the Committee on Arbitration, Grie-
vances and Ethics, a self-regulating body.

These codes are based on principles 
with which all our journalists are familiar 
and which are monitored by our manage-
ment: do not violate any laws to obtain 
information; check all sensitive or contro-
versial information with all involved parti-
es; protect the right to rectify information 
when a person or organisation requests us 
to do so; non-invasion of people’s privacy; 
protection of the identity of minors; pro-
tection of security forces, (in photos, for 
instance), protection of victims of domes-
tic violence, etc.

 
We have six cases currently in the courts:

1. Issue: Personal damages case brought 
 by Barcelona policewoman. Maximum
 fine payable: EUR 12,000. Court: Civil   
 Court of Barcelona. Status: 20minutos   
 ordered to pay EUR 3,000.
2. Issue: Multiple insults levelled at
 Editor-in-chief, despoiling 20minutos’s
 blog, damaging names of 20minutos 
 and the image of the Editor-in-chief.
 Liability in case of loss: trial costs.
 Court: Criminal Court of Madrid.

3. Issue: Elders residence news damage.
 Criminal complaint about a 2009 new
 residence in 20minutos, which infor-  
 med about some complaints of abuse
 to their patients. The residence claims
 for defamation. Court: Criminal Court
 of Madrid. Status: On-going.
4. Issue: Crime defamation in Valencia.
 Civil complaint about a new published
 article, reporting crime in Valencia. One
 suspect of the crime claims for his
 honor. Court: Civil Court of Valencia.
 Status: On-going.
5. Issue: Honor registrars. Civil com-
 plaint about a new article about
 a new software acquired by the 
 Registrars College, supposedly
 irregular, two public registrars claim
 for his honor. Court: Civil Court of
 Salamanca. Risk in case of loss: 
 EUR 7,000. Status: recently started.
6. Issue: Mayor of Boadilla. Civil  
 complaint on an article about the 
 scandal of the Mayor of Boadilla Town   
 and his lover. (She claim for her honor
 Court). Civil Court of Madrid. Risk in
 case of loss: 7k.  
 Status: recently started.

20BLOGS AWARDS
The 8th annual Premios 20Blogs awards 
attracted a large audience, including a 
record-breaking 6,790 bloggers. 

SOCIAL NETWORKS 
Throughout the year, we boosted  
20minutos’ presence in social networks. 
At the end of 2014, 20minutos had 
705,000 Twitter followers. It had 488,402 
Facebook followers, 53,000 Google+ 
followers, 1,700 on Pinterest, 2,290 on 
Tuenti, 2,400 on Instagram and 1,250 on 
LinkedIn. It also reached 469,722 views on 
YouTube. 

AWARDS 
The most important product and editorial 
innovations and awards in 2014:  
Premio Pilar Blanco a la Comunicación 
Sociolaboral 2014, (award for social and 
labor communications), to the editor Ángel 
Calleja.  

Premio Accenture sobre Economía 
Digital, Innovación y Periodismo, (award 
on digital economics, innovation and journa-
lism), to our collaborator, Juan Castromil. 

Premio de la asociación de editores 
AEEPP, (Association of publishers’ award), 
to 20minutos.

Three Premios SND, (awards for jour-
nalistic design), during the annual ÑH14 
competition.

ETHICS INNOVATIONSMETHODS In December  20minutos arranged the 8th edition of the 20Blogs Awards. 
Here are the winners after the final.
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Arsenio Escolar Ramos
Editor-in-chief

20minutos maintained its ranking as Spain’s second
most read generalist daily newspaper in 2014, only behind El País.

CRISIS
EMERGING fROM

The Spanish economy, in crisis since 2008, showed some 
signs of improvement in 2013, and continued to improve in 
2014, with GDP increasing 1.4 per cent. This slight im-
provement in economic conditions, and the refocusing of 
management which started in 2013, had a positive impact 
on revenues.

Advertising sales, the only income generated by the 
company, amounted to EUR 15.02 in 2014, an increase of 
0.6 per cent from 2013, thereby registering our first increase 
in total sales growth since 2008.

The company increased its number of employees from 
151 to 152, and our editorial department went from 87 to 
88 employees: we hired a journalist to work at our Grana-
da office following a commercial agreement with several 
advertisers.

The average daily print run for 20minutos fell 19.2 per 
cent, from 392,819 in 2013, to 315,584 in 2014. This was the 
result of a fall in audience for the printed newspaper, which 
went from 1,228,000 average daily readers at the end of 
2013 to 1,066,000 by the end of 2014, a fall of 13.8 per cent.

Notwithstanding this reduction, 20minutos maintained 
its ranking as Spain’s second most read generalist daily 
newspaper, behind only El País. Furthermore, average circu-
lation per edition increased to record levels, with 3.38 
readers per distributed print paper, based on official data 
from EGM and OJD/PGD. 

In 2014, the editorial office strengthened its merger and 
integration between the print and online teams started in 
2012, under our “digital first” principle.

A BUSY NEWS YEAR
During 2014, Spanish society experienced an intense 
period of change and a series of major news stories – a 
demanding year for our editorial office. In the domestic 
arena, the main stories included the final stages of the 
economic crisis; the government’s austerity measures; 
growing inequality; demonstrations; the debate over inde-
pendence for Catalonia; the death of immigrants in Ceuta 
and Melilla; celebrities convicted of corruption; the birth 
of a new political party, Podemos and upheaval for the 
established political parties.

King Juan Carlos I abdicated; and former president 
Adolfo Suarez died, as did Emilio Botín, CEO of Santan-
der, and former footballer Alfredo DiStéfano. In sport, 
two Spanish teams, Real Madrid and Atlético de Madrid, 
clashed in the Champions League Final; the World Cup in 
Brazil; and the crisis at FC Barcelona following the resig-
nation of its president over the signing of Neymar.

Internationally, majour stories included the Ebola cri-
sis, with a Spanish woman being the first European case 
of contagion outside Africa; the conflict in Ukraine; and the 
emergence of Islamic State.

     

         Throughout 2014, 
the communications 
industry in Spain  
continued its process 
of digital transfor-
mation and financial 
adjustment.

We strengthened our editorial projects 
launched in 2013, such as Gonzoo, the 
online information website for young  
people designed for mobile devices; and  
MiBolsillo, the monthly financial title for 
all audiences, with online editions for  
Mexico and the US. Similarly, several 
special print and online products were 
created to drive sales.

BRAND BUILDING  
The Editor-in-chief, Arsenio Escolar 
Ramos, along with several members of 
the editorial staff, increased their involve-
ment in debate and analysis TV and radio 
programmes with a variety of stations, 
successfully improving the 20minutos 
brand profile among generalist audiences. 
To offset shrinking revenues, Ramos, the 
deputy director and other members of 
the editorial management team, worked 
closely with sales management to deve-
lop accounts with major advertisers and 
public institutions. Throughout all these 
negotiations, we always maintain our 
strict ethical and independence standards.

Throughout 2014, the communications 
industry in Spain as a whole continued its 
processes of digital transformation and 
financial adjustment.
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The Schibsted Editors Forum is a watchdog, guarding the 
ideal principles of publishing within the Schibsted  Media 
Group. The Forum is based on the principles of The Tinius 
Trust, securing the editorial independency and quality in 
Schibsted publications.

The Forum consists of editors responsible for  
Schibsted print and digital products, who share experien-
ces and best practice and case studies in the world of 
publishing.

The Forum also nominate an editor to take part in the 
discussions within the Schibsted Board as an observer. 
Since 2013, Torry Pedersen, the publisher of Verdens 
Gang, has been appointed as the observer to the board for 
a period of two years.

Schibsted Editors Forum was established in 2007 in 
Barcelona, where editors representing all media 
houses wrote The Barcelona Manifesto of Schibsted:

THE GOAL FOR SCHIBSTED EDITORS’ FORUM IS TO:
	•	 Protect	and	strengthen	the	standards	of	quality	
 journalism within Schibsted
•	 Secure	and	develop	editorial	influence	on	decision		
 making within the company
•	 Defend	journalistic	and	democratic	values	from	
 internal and external pressures
•	 Promote	product	development	by	sharing	of	
 experiences and best practice within and outside 
 the group
•	 Foster	a	culture	of	journalistic	creativity	aiming	at		
 constant innovation, product leadership and sound  
 financial returns
•	 Aim	for	the	best	possible	journalism	by	understanding
 the audience and their needs. 

A SCHIBSTED EDITOR:
•	 Should	be	appointed	by	the	board
•	 Has	a	free	and	independent	role
•	 Has	the	personal	and	total	responsibility	for	the	
 content within the whole publication including 
 advertising.

OUR VALUES
•	 The	Schibsted	Group	builds	on	humanistic	and	
 democratic values
•	 As	editors	we	shall	fully	respect	human	rights	and		
 equality
•	 We	respect	that	creative	ability	within	our	editorial
 staff is strengthened through integrity, a good working
 environment and diversity
•	 We	follow	Schibsted’s	guidelines	to	good	editorial
 leadership.

OUR ACTIVITIES
•	 We	will	take	a	leading	role	in	understanding	changes	in
 media usage
•	 We	will	apply	our	knowledge	in	developing	traditional
 and new media
•	 We	will	work	constantly	for	improvement,	developing
 talent, entrepreneurship and leadership in our creative
 organisations
•	 We	will	work	for	a	solid	financial	business	model	in
 order to secure quality journalism in the future
•	 We	will	act	as	a	“watch	dog”,	guarding	issues	
 regarding press, ethics, journalistic principles and
 standards throughout the Schibsted Group
•	 We	will	protect	editors	from	improper	internal	
 and external pressure and conflicts that violate our  
 journalistic values.

BARCELONA MANIfESTO
THE 2007

Bernt Olufsen, President
Schibstedt Editors Forum




